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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate fracture phenomena as it pertains to unconventional resource
exploration and development, specifically in tight oil and gas. We present methods for
the inference of natural fracture systems and evaluate the hydraulic fracture response,
especially in the vicinity of fault related features that pose a greater risk for development.
To infer the presence of natural fractures, we develop an inversion algorithm to
estimate anisotropic fracture parameters from reflection seismic data. The inversion
results address several shortcomings associated with conventional techniques, including a
relaxed constraint on fracture orientations and the resolution of a 90° azimuthal
ambiguity, providing an improved estimate of subsurface fracture parameters. In
addition, we present a case study that investigates the use of isotropic analysis to infer the
presence of fractures, including the use of structural attributes and elastic properties. The
combined interpretation of these results revealed the lateral extent of fractures related to a
structural feature that was not possible from conventional attribute analysis alone.
Furthermore, we present two case studies to evaluate the hydraulic fracture response
in the vicinity of fault related features. In the first case study, we investigate the large
variations observed in the hydraulic fracture response of a tight gas reservoir. The
variability was hypothesized to be the result of tectonic loading that alters the mechanical
properties of the rock mass prior to brittle failure, representing a pre-rupture fault. The
reflectivity response of such media was discussed to infer their presence from seismic
data. In addition, an effective stress model was presented to explain the changes in the
stress field experienced by the rock mass. This allows us to anticipate the stimulation
response and mitigate the associated risks in the vicinity of these features. In the second
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case study, we present a methodology to infer fluid mobility in the stimulated zone
through analysis of the attenuation response of a time-lapse seismic survey. The results
obtained from the analysis were in qualitative agreement with microseismic observations
and time-lapse seismic amplitude and traveltime anomalies, suggesting fluid mobility and
confirming the extent of the stimulated rock volume.
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Preface
This thesis investigates fracture phenomena as it pertains to unconventional resource
exploration and development. It includes methods to infer the presence of natural
fractures for exploration purposes and the evaluation of the hydraulic fracture response,
especially in the vicinity of fault related features that pose a greater risk for development.
Chapter two contains material from a previously published manuscript:
Cho, D., and Margrave, G. F., 2012, Azimuthal AVO inversion by simulated annealing:
Canadian Journal of Exploration Geophysics, 37, no. 1, 1-7.
Permission to include this publication has been obtained from the publisher.
Two additional papers consisting of material from chapters three and four have been
submitted for publication and are currently in review.
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Chapter One
Introduction
In 1956, Hubbert proposed that the rate of fossil fuel production for any given geographic
area tends to follow a bell-shaped curve, where the production curve can be derived from
past production data and an estimate of the ultimate recovery volume (Hubbert, 1956).
Hubbert’s original prediction for peak world oil production occurs early in the 21st
century, and therefore, suggests that present production numbers should be in the stages
of decline as a result of resource depletion.

Figure 1.1. Hubbert curve (black) for world oil production derived from past production
data (red) and the world oil demand outlook (blue) projected to 2035.
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Using data from the BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2012 (www.bp.com), we
analyze the production data to gain insight into the current state of hydrocarbon
production. Figure 1.1 shows the Hubbert curve (black) for world oil production derived
from past production data (red) and the world oil demand outlook (blue) projected to
2035. The peak production as predicted by Hubbert’s theory occurs in the year 2006.
However, the actual production numbers indicate an increase in production past the
predicted peak with a demand outlook that exhibits a further increasing trend.

Figure 1.2. US oil and gas production trends illustrating the relationship between an
increase in production numbers and events corresponding to technological advances in
tight oil and gas.
Now consider the US oil and gas production trends as shown in Figure 1.2. In 1986,
the first successful air drilled multiple hydraulic fracture slant well was completed in
Devonian shale (Yost II et al., 1990), which sparked the shale gas revolution and marks
the beginning of an increasing trend in US gas production (blue arrow in Figure 1.2).
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Furthermore, these technologies were applied to tight oil and 2007 marks an increase in
oil production from tight formations such as the Eagle Ford and Bakken (red arrow in
Figure 1.2).
The advent of tight oil and gas has changed the landscape for energy development
and is attributed to the deviation of production numbers from the Hubbert curve as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. As the outlook for energy demand continues to rise,
advancements in technology must also be made to unlock new resources to secure the
energy supply. This increasing worldwide demand for energy presents a unique set of
challenges for geoscientists to better understand the subsurface environment. In doing so,
Earth resources can be harnessed in a safe and effective manner to achieve energy
security and sustain economic growth.
The development of unconventional energy resources range from the extraction of
hydrocarbons from tight reservoirs to harnessing geothermal energy from deep crustal
rocks, both of which require a more quantitative description beyond the conventional
interpretation of subsurface structure. Permeability is often a key issue in the
development of unconventional energy resources. For example, the capacity for fluid
flow in subsurface formations is required for hydrocarbon extraction or heat exchange in
a thermal reservoir (e.g., Potter et al., 1974; Duchane and Brown, 2002). Natural fractures
at all scales from microcracks to geological faults play a crucial role in the transport of
fluids, and therefore must be thoroughly understood. Additionally, in low permeability
formations, hydraulic fracturing is often necessary to stimulate fluid flow, where large
volumes of pressurized fluids are injected into the subsurface to induce fracture
generation. Although the physical mechanisms are poorly understood at present, the
3

prevalent paradigm is that water diffusion stimulates shear failure on multiple small preexisting fractures and faults, creating a network of permeable flow paths (Zoback et al.,
2012). As there is much controversy surrounding the subject of hydraulic fracturing,
including non-containment of fractures and the rare case of earthquake (felt seismicity
with moment magnitude (M) > 2) induction (e.g., Eisner et al., 2011; Holland, 2011),
there exists a dire need to understand the mechanisms responsible for the process.
Characterization of subsurface fractures is therefore essential for understanding
permeability and for the safe and effective implementation of stimulation technologies.
The characterization of subsurface fractures requires a multi-disciplinary treatment
that spans various fields in the physical sciences, most of which are firmly rooted in
elasticity theory. For example, geomechanics or more specifically, rock mechanics is the
branch of mechanics concerned with the response of rock to the force fields of its
physical environment (Judd, 1964). Therefore, geomechanics provides the framework for
evaluating the fracture and stress characteristics associated with a rock mass. In addition,
seismology is the study of earthquakes and the propagation of elastic waves through the
Earth. In a reflection seismic experiment, stresses imposed on the medium by the incident
wavefield result in strains that excite particle motion detectable by the scattered
wavefield. Subject to the assumption that linear elasticity holds, analysis of the stress and
strain relationship yields the elastic stiffness parameters that characterize a medium.
Seismology therefore provides the means for remote sensing of subsurface elastic
properties. Therefore, geomechanics and seismology represent the elasto-static and dynamic problems respectively that provide the necessary tools for a quantitative
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description of subsurface fracture phenomena without a direct measurement of the
mechanical properties by means of drilling or excavation.
Conventional techniques in exploration seismology were primarily concerned with
the imaging of subsurface strata to identify trapping mechanisms such as anticlines and
faults, from which hydrocarbon accumulation can occur. As these conventional reservoirs
are depleted over time, the need to better understand the reservoir conditions was
apparent in order to enhance recovery and extend the life of existing fields. Additionally,
variable productivity in unconventional reservoirs has pressed for an improved
understanding of reservoir heterogeneities. This has resulted in a shift towards more
quantitative methods for the description of the subsurface, from which the discipline,
reservoir characterization has emerged. In characterizing the reservoir, conditions
including the internal and external geometry, lithology, fluid content, elastic and
geomechanical properties and flow pathways must be well understood. To determine the
reservoir geometry, structural attributes have proven useful from which subtle changes in
reflection character can be extracted to identify features such as channel boundaries,
faults, folds and stratigraphic units. In addition, amplitude variation with offset (AVO)
techniques have been extremely successful in the discrimination of lithology and fluid
characteristics. Moreover, inversion techniques have transformed seismic data, which are
inherently measures of the interface properties, into estimates of elastic properties
associated with individual rock layers. Therefore, the implementation of these methods is
crucial for understanding the reservoir conditions. In this thesis, the focus is on reservoir
characterization with an emphasis on the description of fractured systems.
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1.1 Overview of conventional seismic fracture characterization techniques
Seismic methods for fracture characterization can be generalized to include azimuthal
and non-azimuthal techniques, where the two are based upon different concepts and
underlying assumptions. Azimuthal techniques attempt to exploit the anisotropic nature
of fractured media to make direct measurements of azimuthal variations in the seismic
response, from which fracture parameters can be estimated. Alternatively, non-azimuthal
techniques typically invoke assumptions regarding the relationship between structural
deformation and the formation of fractures to infer their presence. Various benefits and
pitfalls are associated with these general methods and will facilitate or hinder their
usefulness. In the following, we provide a brief description of azimuthal and nonazimuthal techniques and discuss some areas where improvements can be made.
1.1.1 Azimuthal techniques
Direct methods for fracture detection typically require an azimuthal analysis of the
seismic wavefield. Such analysis is motivated by the theoretical observation that aligned
fractures introduce anisotropy in the medium that manifests as azimuthal variations in the
seismic response. An observable effect includes the variation of reflection amplitudes
with azimuth from which fracture parameters can be estimated (e.g., Rüger and Tsvankin,
1997; Rüger, 1998; Jenner, 2002). Methodologies that make use of these seismic
signatures are referred to as amplitude variation with azimuth (AVAZ) techniques. These
methods are therefore direct in the sense that a measureable physical response of
fractures is detected.
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AVAZ techniques typically invoke the assumption of a transversely isotropic medium
with a horizontal axis of rotational symmetry (HTI). These methods are based upon the
work of Rüger (1998) where approximate scattering coefficients were derived for an
interface separating two HTI layers with the same symmetry axis azimuth. The result of
such azimuthal amplitude analysis typically yields the fracture orientation and a
parameter that relates to the fracture intensity such as the anisotropic gradient, which
controls the azimuthal variations in the reflection response (e.g., Jenner, 2002).
Various limitations are associated with these methodologies. Firstly, the analysis is
performed on reflection amplitudes. Therefore, the output is an interface property
whereas fracture parameters are inherently a property of individual layers. In addition,
Rüger’s formulation of the scattering coefficients is restricted to an invariant symmetry
axis azimuth above and below the reflecting interface or must have an isotropic
overburden, and thus limits its applicability in more general cases. Furthermore, an
inherent non-linearity is present when solving for the fracture orientation using this
approach, resulting in a 90° ambiguity and consequently a non-unique solution (Rüger,
1998). These issues present various challenges in the interpretation of the estimated
fracture parameters and can lead to erroneous results and uncertain outcomes. Therefore,
improvements must be made to alleviate the shortcomings associated with conventional
AVAZ techniques.
1.1.2 Non-azimuthal techniques
Non-azimuthal techniques for fracture characterization are typically based on attribute
analysis of the post-stack seismic image and target fractures that are related to structural
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deformation. Therefore, attributes that are sensitive to the structure of the seismic image
are used to infer the presence of the associated fracture systems. These include attributes
such as dip magnitude and azimuth, coherence and curvature from which disruptions in
reflector continuity can be extracted from the seismic image. These discontinuityattributes highlight events corresponding to faults and folds associated with deformed
strata where fractures can form (e.g., Chopra and Marfurt, 2007). Although it is well
established that fractures are correlated to structure, attribute analysis is an indirect
method, where a physical response of fractures is not measured and their presence in the
vicinity of structural features are merely inferred. Furthermore, fractures can exist that are
not necessarily accompanied by structural changes detectable at the seismic scale.
Therefore, these fracture systems cannot be inferred from attribute analysis and require
alternative methodologies to detect their presence.
1.2 Overview of hydraulic fracturing for unconventional resource development
The extraction of hydrocarbons from unconventional reservoirs was predominantly an
engineering focus in the early stages of development. The low permeability rock required
engineering disciplines to develop solutions for extended reach laterals and hydraulic
fracture treatments to achieve economic recovery rates, where these processes attempt to
maximize reservoir contact through multi-stage injection of pressurized fluids to create
induced fracture systems and stimulate the mobility of reservoir fluids.
Microseismic (M < 2) techniques were first introduced to the field of hydraulic
fracturing to monitor the microseisms induced by rock failure. This information was used
primarily to determine the extent of fracture propagation through event locations where it
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was conjectured that the microseismic event cloud provided an estimate of the stimulated
rock volume (SRV) (e.g., Warpinski et al., 2012). Microseismic imaging of hydraulic
fracture treatments has shown that the fracture complexity is highly variable in certain
settings, where fracture behavior ranging from simple planar fractures to complex
fracture networks were observed along the length of a single horizontal well (Cipolla et
al., 2010). This could be the result of changing lithological conditions or the presence of
natural fractures. However, the most extreme cases of variability are typically associated
with fault related features that are accompanied by large variations in the in-situ stress
field. These features are of greater concern as their hydraulic fracture behavior is less
predictable. Moreover, elevated fluid pressures in the vicinity of sufficiently large faults
near the state of critical stress could induce earthquakes (Shemeta et al., 2012).
Therefore, faults must be identified and their physical mechanisms understood to mitigate
the associated risks. For these reasons, seismic techniques have been applied extensively
in recent years to characterize unconventional reservoirs to better understand the
subsurface heterogeneity in an attempt to anticipate the hydraulic fracture response.
Furthermore, a shift towards more advanced analysis of the microseismicity beyond event
locations is being applied to further understand the hydraulic fracturing process. This
allows for the reservoir conditions estimated from seismic data to be corroborated by
direct measurements of the stimulation process offered by the induced microseismicity,
therefore providing the necessary means to characterize the hydraulic fracture response.
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1.3 Thesis outline
The objective of this thesis is to investigate subsurface fracture phenomena for the
purpose of advancing the techniques associated with unconventional resource exploration
and development, specifically tight oil and gas. It includes methods to infer the presence
of natural fractures through the use of seismic sounding techniques and the evaluation of
the hydraulic fracture response, especially in the vicinity of fault related features through
integration of seismic and microseismic analysis.
To infer the presence of natural fractures, we investigate both azimuthal and nonazimuthal techniques for their ability to delineate the associated fracture systems.
In chapter two, we discuss a technique for fracture characterization using azimuthal
analysis, where we present a forward modeling and inversion strategy to directly estimate
fracture parameters from reflection seismic data. To address the limitations associated
with conventional azimuthal techniques, we use a more general form of the scattering
coefficients to represent lower symmetry systems for a more general description of
fractured media. We subsequently perform an inversion on synthetic data to estimate the
elastic and fracture properties associated with individual layers.
In chapter three, we present a methodology through a case study illustrating the use of
isotropic analysis for fracture inference. The presence of fractures related to seismic scale
structural changes were inferred from attribute analysis of the post-stack seismic image.
Additionally, fractures not directly correlated to such structural changes were inferred
through changes in effective elastic properties as a result of fracturing, where the analysis
was carried out through consideration of anisotropic fracture models. We subsequently
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make a combined interpretation of the structural attributes and elastic properties to reduce
the overall uncertainty associated with conventional attribute analysis alone.
To investigate the hydraulic fracture response in the vicinity of fault related features,
we present two case studies illustrating the use of seismic and microseismic analysis to
characterize their behavior. Specifically, we investigate the reservoir conditions that are
identifiable through seismic analysis and evaluate the corresponding hydraulic fracture
response through microseismic observations.
In chapter four, we present the first case study where we investigate the variability in
the hydraulic fracture response associated with the stimulation of a tight gas reservoir,
where failure occurs under two different stress regimes over a relatively small distance.
The variability was hypothesized to be the result of tectonic loading that alters the
mechanical properties of the rock mass prior to brittle failure, representing a pre-rupture
fault. We discuss methods for the detection of these features and present a
micromechanical model to explain the changes in the stress field experienced by the rock
mass.
In chapter five, we present the second case study where we investigate the use of
time-lapse (4D) seismic data to characterize fluid mobility in the stimulated zone and
map the SRV. The microseismic monitoring results demonstrated a diversion of hydraulic
fracture energy to a specific portion of the reservoir for stages in close proximity to a
fault identified from seismic data, suggesting the existence of permeable pathways in the
reservoir that influenced the stimulation program. To validate the existence of the
permeable fault, we perform a spectral analysis to evaluate the attenuation response,
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which was hypothesized to be the result of squirt flow effects that can be used to infer the
mobility of fluids and hence, the permeability in the reservoir.
In chapter six, we provide a summary of the material presented and outline the
contributions that were made in this thesis.
Finally, in chapter seven, we discuss future directions for fracture characterization
and the investigation of the hydraulic fracturing process. Although incremental steps
forward have been made in these subjects, many questions still remain unanswered. We
discuss some of the outstanding issues and suggest possible research directions to
advance our understanding of this critical subject.
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Chapter Two
Azimuthal AVO inversion
2.1 Introduction
To address the limitations associated with conventional AVAZ techniques as discussed in
§1.1.1, we develop an azimuthal AVO inversion algorithm to estimate subsurface fracture
parameters from reflection seismic data as in Downton and Roure (2010). We begin with
a discussion on the form of the elastic stiffness matrix corresponding to a medium with
arbitrary fracture orientations. Subsequently, we examine the seismic reflection response
from an interface separating such media. Finally, the inversion is presented as an
optimization problem where we demonstrate its utility using synthetic data.
2.2 Coordinate transformations
Consider a transversely isotropic (TI) medium where the anisotropy is due to the
presence of an aligned fracture system, and has an axis of rotational symmetry normal to
the fracture plane. Here, we generalize the HTI model as discussed in §1.1.1, where the
symmetry axis can deviate from the horizontal plane to allow for arbitrary fracture
orientations. In addition, we define the natural coordinate system of a TI medium as one
where the symmetry axis is coincident with one of the coordinate axes. Figure 2.1
illustrates the TI model where the symmetry axis coincides with the x1 axis, and
represents the case of vertical fractures in the x2-x3 plane.
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Figure 2.1. TI medium in its natural coordinate system where the symmetry axis
coincides with the x1 axis, representing a medium with aligned vertical fractures.
Here, we use the Voigt notation Aαβ rather than the tensor notation aijkl for the density
normalized elastic stiffness parameters, with α and β running from 1 to 6 and i, j, k and l
running from 1 to 3. From here on in, the density normalized elastic stiffness parameters
are referred to as the elastic stiffness parameters. The elastic stiffness matrix for the
configuration in Figure 2.1 is given by
 A11n
 n
 A12
 A13n
n
A =
0
0

 0

A12n

A13n

0

0

n
22
n
23

n
23
n
33

A

A

0

0

A
0

A
0

0
A44n

0
0

0

0

0

A55n

0

0

0

0

0 

0 
0 
,
0 
0 

A66n 

(2.1)

where the following symmetry relations are satisfied:

A33n = A22n , A55n = A66n , A13n = A12n , A23n = A33n − 2 A44n .

(2.2)

The superscript n denotes the elastic stiffness parameters are in its natural coordinate
system. Since the elastic stiffness matrix is symmetric, equation 2.1 consists of nine nonvanishing components of the elastic stiffness parameters where five are independent as
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governed by the relations in equation 2.2. We note that the conditions in equations 2.1
and 2.2 are only applicable if the reference coordinate system coincides with the natural
coordinate system.
Let us now investigate the effect of a reference coordinate system that deviates from
the natural coordinate system, representing the influence of arbitrary fracture orientations.
Here, we employ a matrix transformation technique proposed by Bond (1943). The
corresponding result for the rotation of the elastic stiffness matrix is given by

A = M An M T ,

(2.3)

where A represents the rotated elastic stiffness matrix and M represents the Bond
transformation matrix (see Auld, 1990). In the following, we investigate the effect of a
coordinate rotation about the x2 and x3 axes, which represent the two Euler angles
required to uniquely orient a TI medium in three-space. The third angle is not required
due to the rotational invariance of a TI medium about the symmetry axis.
2.2.1 Coordinate rotation about the x2 axis
Consider a rotation of the coordinate system about the x2 axis by an angle ξ as in Figure
2.2. This scenario represents the case of dipping fractures.
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Figure 2.2. TI medium under a coordinate rotation about the x2 axis by an angle ξ,
representing the case of dipping fractures.
The corresponding Bond transformation matrix is given by
 cos 2 ξ

 0
 sin 2 ξ
M (ξ ) = 
 0
 sin 2ξ
 2
 0


0

sin 2 ξ

0

− sin 2ξ

1

0

0

0

0

cos ξ

0

sin 2ξ

cos ξ

0

0

cos 2ξ

− sin ξ

0

2

0

0
sin 2ξ
0 −
2
0
0

0 

0 
0 
,
sin ξ 

0 
cos ξ 

(2.4)

and the resulting elastic stiffness matrix in the rotated coordinate system takes the form
 A11 (ξ )
 A (ξ )
 12
 A (ξ )
A(ξ ) =  13
 0
 A15 (ξ )

 0

A12 (ξ ) A13 (ξ )
A22 (ξ ) A23 (ξ )
A23 (ξ ) A33 (ξ )
0

0

0
0
0
A44 (ξ )

A15 (ξ )
A25 (ξ )
A35 (ξ )
0

A25 (ξ ) A35 (ξ )
A55 (ξ )
0
A46 (ξ )
0
0
0




0 
.
A46 (ξ )
0 

A66 (ξ )
0
0

(2.5)

Note the appearance of A15, A25, A35 and A46. The non-vanishing components of the
elastic stiffness matrix now consist of 13 parameters.
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2.2.2 Coordinate rotation about the x3 axis
Next consider a rotation of the coordinate system about the x3 axis by an angle ψ as in
Figure 2.3. This scenario represents the case of an unknown symmetry axis azimuth.

Figure 2.3. TI medium under a coordinate rotation about the x3 axis by an angle ψ,
representing the case of an unknown symmetry axis azimuth.
The corresponding Bond transformation matrix is given by
 cos2 ψ

2
 sin ψ
 0
M (ψ ) =  0

 0
 sin 2ψ
−
2


sin 2 ψ

0

0

0

cos ψ
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0
sin 2ψ
2

0 cosψ
0 sinψ

2

0

0

− sinψ
cosψ
0

sin 2ψ 

− sin 2ψ 
0 

0 ,
0 

cos 2ψ 


(2.6)

and the resulting elastic stiffness matrix in the rotated coordinate system takes the form
 A11 (ψ )
 A (ψ )
 12
 A (ψ )
A(ψ ) =  13
 0
 0

 A16 (ψ )

A12 (ψ ) A13 (ψ )
A22 (ψ ) A23 (ψ )
A23 (ψ ) A33 (ψ )
0

0

0

0

A26 (ψ ) A36 (ψ )
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0
0

0
0

0

0

A44 (ψ ) A45 (ψ )
A45 (ψ ) A55 (ψ )
0
0

A16 (ψ )
A26 (ψ )
A36 (ψ )
.
0 
0 

A66 (ψ )

(2.7)

Note the appearance of A16, A26, A36 and A45. As in the case of a rotation about the x2 axis,
the non-vanishing components of the elastic stiffness matrix now consist of 13
parameters.
The elastic stiffness matrix corresponding to one set of aligned fractures in the rotated
frame consists of various combinations of sinusoidal functions and the elastic stiffness
parameters in its natural coordinate system, where its form is dependent on the nature of
the rotation. Therefore, no simple symmetries can be invoked once the reference
coordinate system deviates from the natural coordinate system and each elastic stiffness
parameter in the rotated frame must be treated as an independent parameter.
2.3 Reflection coefficients for weakly anisotropic TI media
Approximate scattering coefficients have been derived by various authors using
perturbation techniques (e.g., Rüger, 1998; Vavryčuk and Pšenčík, 1998), where the
objective was to obtain an approximate solution for a problem which cannot be solved
exactly. This was achieved through the addition of “small” perturbative terms to the
description of a similar exactly solvable problem. In the case of approximate reflection
coefficients in anisotropic media, the perturbations represent the anisotropic deviation
from a solvable isotropic background. The “small” perturbations therefore dictate a weak
contrast interface separating two weakly anisotropic media. However, according to
Thomsen (1993), this condition is valid for most reflecting interfaces and therefore the
assumption of a weak contrast interface is appropriate.
In the following, we investigate two scenarios for the reflection of P-waves from an
interface separating two homogeneous TI half-spaces. The first model was discussed in
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Rüger (1998) where the upper and lower TI half-spaces are in its natural coordinate
system and have the same symmetry axis azimuth and no fracture dip above and below
the interface. The second is a more generic scenario where the upper and lower TI halfspaces have an arbitrary symmetry axis azimuth and fracture dip above and below the
interface. Figure 2.4 illustrates the two scenarios.

Figure 2.4. a) A TI/TI model in its natural coordinate system with the same symmetry
axis azimuth and no fracture dip above and below the interface and b) a TI/TI model with
an arbitrary symmetry axis azimuth and fracture dip above and below the interface.

2.3.1 TI/TI interface with the same symmetry axis azimuth and no fracture dip
For the case of a TI/TI model with the same symmetry axis azimuth and no fracture dip
above and below the interface (Figure 2.4a), the P-wave reflection coefficient in its
natural coordinate system is given by (Rüger, 1998)
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(2.8)

where α and β are the P- and S-wave velocities respectively, Z=ρα is the acoustic
impedance, G=ρβ 2 is the shear modulus, ρ is the density, θ is the average angle of
incidence and φ is the measurement azimuth. The bar represents an averaging of the
values (e.g., ū=½[u1+u2]) and Δ represents a difference of the values (e.g., Δu=u2-u1)
above and below the reflecting interface. Equation 2.8 corresponds exactly to equation
2.5 of Rüger (1998) with the exception that the elastic stiffness parameters were used
instead of anisotropy parameters.
If the symmetry axis azimuth is unknown, the measurement azimuth φ is expressed as
the difference between the azimuthal direction of the kth observed azimuth and the
direction of the symmetry axis φsym (Rüger, 1998). The AVO gradient term in equation
2.8 is then defined as

B(φk ) = Biso + B ani cos2 (φk − φsym ) ,

(2.9)

with

B

iso

2
1  Δα  2β  ΔG 


= 
−
2  α  α  G 
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(2.10)

and
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= Δ
2
+
Δ
  α   2 An
2 
2 A33n ( A33n + A55n )
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(2.11)

Equation 2.9 can be used to determine the symmetry axis azimuth by solving for φsym.
However, due to the non-linearity of equation 2.9, the solution for φsym is non-unique and
yields two possible directions orthogonal to one another (Rüger, 1998). In addition, since
the symmetry axis azimuth above and below the reflecting interface must be the same, for
a multi-layered Earth, this implies an invariant fracture orientation with depth. To
overcome this issue, numerous authors have imposed the condition of an isotropic
overburden. The above scenarios however, pose an unrealistic constraint. Therefore, a
more general TI reflection model is required for a more accurate description.
2.3.2 TI/TI interface with an arbitrary symmetry axis azimuth and fracture dip
For a more general description of the fractured media reflection problem, a TI/TI model
with an arbitrary symmetry axis azimuth and fracture dip above and below the interface is
considered (Figure 2.4b). As discussed above, a TI medium not in its natural coordinate
system must be regarded as an anisotropic medium with non-vanishing elastic stiffness
parameters as dictated by the coordinate transformations.
Vavryčuk and Pšenčík (1998) derived P-wave reflection coefficients for a weak
contrast interface separating two weakly but arbitrarily anisotropic media. As a result of
the perturbative derivation, the formula depends on the choice of parameters (P- and Swave velocities) used for the isotropic background. A discussion of the effects for various
background velocities can be found in Pšenčík and Martins (2001). Here, the background
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P- and S-wave velocities were chosen to be α 2=A33 and β 2=A44 respectively. These are
the vertical P-wave velocity and the vertical S-wave velocity with a polarization in the x2x3 plane. The P-wave reflection coefficient is then given by
iso
(θ ) +
RPP (θ ,φ ) = RPP
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2 α


iso
PP
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Equation 2.12 consists of an isotropic term with the addition of a perturbation term to
account for anisotropy. The isotropic term given by equation 2.13 is the well-known Aki
and Richards (1980) approximate AVO equation for P-wave reflections. The anisotropic
correction term consists of various combinations of 13 elastic stiffness parameters called
weak anisotropy parameters. Note that the reflection coefficient does not depend on
elastic parameters A14, A15, A24, A25, A34, A35, A46 and A56. This is a direct consequence of
the derivation for a surface acquisition geometry and horizontal reflectors where the P22

waves are unable to sample the medium in the directions necessary to detect certain
components of the elastic stiffness matrix. Therefore, these parameters can never be
recovered from a P-wave reflection experiment (Vavryčuk and Pšenčík, 1998). It is
interesting to note that the non-vanishing elastic stiffness parameters in equation 2.12
take the form of a monoclinic (with a plane of mirror symmetry in the x1-x2 plane) crystal
symmetry. It follows that the most general anisotropic medium that can be fully
characterized by a P-wave reflection experiment is monoclinic.
To illustrate the effect of P-wave reflections as a result of arbitrary fracture
orientations, equation 2.12 was used to calculate the reflection coefficients for three TI/TI
models with various fracture geometries. To do this, a transformation from the natural
coordinate system to the acquisition coordinates must be performed prior to the
calculation of the reflection coefficients. The first model contains vertical fractures in its
natural coordinate system with a similar symmetry axis azimuth above and below the
reflecting interface, representing the Rüger (1998) model. The second model contains a
60 degree azimuthal rotation in the upper medium relative to the first model, representing
an unknown symmetry axis azimuth. The third model contains a 60 degree azimuthal
rotation in the upper medium and a 20 degree dip rotation in the lower medium relative to
the first model. The reflection coefficients for the three scenarios are shown in Figure 2.5.
Note the change in reflection response as a result of the different fracture geometries.
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Figure 2.5. Reflection coefficients for a TI/TI model with a) vertical fractures in its
natural coordinate system and the same symmetry axis azimuth above and below the
reflecting interface, b) a 60 degree azimuthal rotation in the upper medium relative to the
model in a) and c) a 60 degree azimuthal rotation in the upper medium and a 20 degree
dip rotation in the lower medium relative to the model in a).

2.4 Inversion

In this section, we discuss the inversion procedure to estimate fracture parameters from
reflection seismic data. The forward model can be formulated as

G(m) = d + e ,

(2.14)

where G represents the forward operator, m represents the model parameters, d is the data
and e is the error. The inverse problem is then the process from which a set of model
parameters is estimated given an observed data set.
2.4.1 Forward model

In our formulation of the forward problem, we assume an Earth model consisting of TI
layers, where the transverse isotropy is due to the presence of an aligned fracture system
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as discussed above. Beginning with an isotropic background medium defined by the
Lamé parameters, λ and μ and density, we use the linear slip deformation model of
Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) to insert fractures through the addition of a normal (ZN)
and tangential (ZT) fracture compliance (Appendix A). Subsequently, the inverse is
calculated to obtain the effective elastic stiffness matrix for a medium containing
fractures. In addition, a coordinate rotation about the x3 axis is performed to represent the
fracture azimuth. Fracture dips are not considered in the present inversion. The
parameterization of the problem is therefore in terms of λ, μ, density, normal and
tangential fracture compliance and fracture azimuth. Once the effective elastic stiffness
parameters are calculated for each layer, equation 2.12 is used to generate the reflectivity
response as a function of incidence angle and measurement azimuth. Subsequently, a
convolution with a wavelet is performed to generate a set of synthetic azimuthal angle
gathers. The input data required for the inversion are then normal moveout (NMO)
corrected gathers where wave propagation effects have been addressed in separate
processing and imaging steps. The forward modeling flowchart is illustrated in Figure
2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Forward modeling flowchart for synthetic data generation. The text boxes
indicate the steps contained in the forward operator, G, in equation 2.14.

2.4.2 Simulated annealing

The forward modeling procedure as discussed above is non-linear. Therefore an iterative
scheme is required to perform the inversion where an initial model is updated iteratively
to obtain an optimal solution. Here, we use the simulated annealing algorithm, which
belongs to the class of global optimization schemes capable of locating the global
minimum of a given function. This optimization scheme mimics a physical process in
which a solid in contact with a heat bath is slowly cooled until it reaches a state of
minimum internal energy. The original Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953)
that describes the simulated annealing process involves a random walk in the model or
solution space. At each step, an error energy, E, which is defined by an objective function
is calculated for the randomly selected solution. The acceptance criterion for that solution
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is then defined by a change in energy, ΔE < 0. However, if ΔE > 0, a new solution is
accepted with a probability exp(-ΔE/T), where T is the temperature of the system. T is
slowly lowered throughout the execution of the algorithm and the system eventually
reaches a state of equilibrium or the final solution. The optimal solution is therefore
achieved through the minimization of the objective function. However, convergence is
only guaranteed for a high initial temperature and very slow cooling, which requires
enormous compute times. Therefore, the annealing schedule, which is the rate at which
the temperature is lowered, becomes a crucial aspect of the inversion process.
Here, we use an alternative implementation of the algorithm as presented by Rothman
(1986) for a residual statics problem and implemented by Sen and Stoffa (1991) for a 1D
full waveform inversion. As opposed to the original algorithm which computes a solution
prior to acceptance, the probability of acceptance is computed prior to the selection of a
solution for a faster implementation. For a given model parameter, the energy is
computed for every value in a discretized interval representing the allowable search range
while keeping all other parameters constant. Subsequently, the probability distribution
associated with the canonical ensemble as given by the Boltzmann distribution is
calculated using

P(mij ) =

exp(− E (mij )/ T )

 exp(− E(m )/ T )

,

(2.15)

ij

j

where the subscript i represents the model parameters and the subscript j represents the
range of values the model parameter, mi can take. In equation 2.15, Boltzmann’s
constant, which is the physical constant relating the energy and the temperature, has been
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absorbed into the temperature variable. A sample is then drawn from the distribution and
retained as the new solution for mi. This procedure is repeated for all model parameters
and represents one iteration. The algorithm then takes the system through subsequent
iterations where T is lowered according to a defined annealing schedule.
In this study, we use a two term objective function defined by

(

)

E =  (G(m) − d ) +  wk  1 − m m(initial ) ,
2

k

2

(2.16)

where wk is a weight applied to the kth elastic property and m(initial) represents the initial
model used. The first term represents an L2 norm of the data residuals and the second
term controls the deviation from the initial model. Since the initial model is typically
obtained through an averaging of measured well log values, it is assumed that the
solution is close to the initial model. Therefore, the second term represents a perturbation
and penalizes models based on their distance from the initial model.
2.4.3 Synthetic results

The data used in the inversion were generated using the forward model as discussed in
§2.4.1. A two layered Earth model was created where the top layer is isotropic and the
bottom layer has a set of vertical fractures. The model parameters are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Model parameters for the two layered Earth model.

λ (GPa)

μ (GPa)

ρ (kg/m3)

ZN (GPa-1)

ZT (GPa-1)

φ (°)

Layer 1

5.29

6.80

2100

0

0

0

Layer 2

4.93

8.80

2200

0.01

0.01

40

For the inversion parameters, an initial temperature, T0 was chosen to be 0.05 with an
annealing schedule defined by Tn=T0*0.6n, where n represents the iteration number. The
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inversion was performed using 20 iterations. Figure 2.7 shows histograms representing
the Boltzmann distribution for the model parameters of the top layer after 5, 10 and 15
iterations. Note the width of the distribution narrows as the temperature decreases with
each iteration, converging to a final solution. However, the rate at which the distributions
narrow are different for the various model parameters. For the current parameterization,

λ, μ and density converge at a much faster rate than the normal and tangential fracture
compliances and fracture azimuth. The histograms therefore provide a representation of
the sensitivity of each model parameter to the annealing schedule, and can be used to
understand the convergence properties of the inversion. For example, if a priori
information exists that places a constraint on certain parameters, additional search efforts
in the solution space can be made for other parameters to ensure proper convergence to
an optimal solution.
Figure 2.8 shows the data, synthetic data and residuals associated with the inversion.
An excellent match between the data and synthetic data is observed, suggesting the
inversion algorithm performed the intended task of minimizing the data residuals. Figure
2.9 shows the inversion results along with the true model and initial model. The results
demonstrate a reasonable estimate of the model parameters with variable errors. Since the
data residuals are small as shown in Figure 2.8c, the errors are attributed to the
parameterization of the problem where the sensitivity to the objective function is variable
for each model parameter. Also note the estimated fracture azimuth does not contain a
90° ambiguity. Although the overburden is isotropic, the inversion treats all layers as
transversely isotropic and correctly estimates the fracture parameters.
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Figure 2.7. Histograms representing the Boltzmann distribution for the model parameters
of the top layer after a) 5, b) 10 and c) 15 iterations.
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Figure 2.8. Azimuthal angle gathers representing the a) data, b) synthetic data and c)
residuals associated with the inversion. Each panel represents a single azimuth of 30, 60,
90, 120 and 150 degrees from left to right for incident angles of 5, 15, 25, 35 and 45
degrees.
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Figure 2.9. Results of the inversion illustrating the true model (blue), initial model (red)
and inverted model (green).

2.5 Chapter summary

Arbitrary fracture orientations require a treatment of the TI reflection problem that
includes coordinate transformations to represent the specific fracture geometries. In
addition, due to the increased complexity of the rotated elastic stiffness matrix, a
formulation of the reflection coefficient for arbitrary anisotropy is required to provide a
more accurate description of P-wave reflections from fractured media.
The synthetic results for a two layered Earth model demonstrate a reasonable estimate
of the model parameters with an excellent match between the data and synthetic data. The
associated errors are then attributed to the parameterization of the problem where the
sensitivity to the objective function is variable for each model parameter.
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The azimuthal AVO inversion presented here addresses several issues regarding
conventional AVAZ techniques for fracture characterization. These include the
estimation of layer properties rather than interface properties, a relaxed constraint on
fracture orientations above and below the reflecting interface and a unique estimation of
the symmetry axis azimuth. The proposed methodology provides a more general
description of fractured media and allows for an improved estimate of fracture
parameters.
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Chapter Three
Isotropic methods for fracture inference
3.1 Introduction

Direct methods for fracture detection are typically performed through analysis of the
azimuthal variations in the seismic response. However, data requirements for azimuthal
analysis are often not fulfilled for many conventional seismic survey designs, and
therefore inhibit its use for azimuthal techniques as discussed in chapter two. Alternative
methods for fracture detection are then required given the data limitations.
In this chapter, we investigate the use of subsurface properties estimated from seismic
analysis under isotropic assumptions to delineate fracture systems through a case study in
the Second White Speckled Shale (SWS) of Alberta, Canada. The SWS is an organic rich
Upper Cretaceous marine mudstone deposited throughout the Alberta basin. It is believed
to be a regionally continuous hydrocarbon system serving as both a source and reservoir
rock (Fraser and Catuneanu, 2004). The SWS is highly impermeable in its original state,
therefore production is attributed to natural fractures that create sufficient volume for
storage and permeable pathways for fluid flow. Exploration risk in the SWS is therefore
reduced by the detection of fractured zones within the formation.
For the inference of the associated fracture systems, a multi-property analysis was
conducted for a 3D seismic survey in the study area. Due to insufficient azimuthal
sampling associated with the acquisition geometry, we are limited to an isotropic
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analysis. However, by invoking anisotropic models to represent the fractured shale, we
can investigate the corresponding effect of anisotropic media subjected to an isotropic
treatment. Properties examined to infer the presence of fractures include structural
attributes extracted from the final post-stack seismic image and elastic properties derived
from pre-stack seismic measurements.
In the next section, we introduce a priori information that constrains the fracture
orientations through consideration of the tectonic setting and available field evidence.
Then we present the methodology for fracture detection and analyze the corresponding
results to help reduce uncertainty for exploration in the SWS. For subsequent discussions,
we follow the nomenclature of Lacazette (2000, 2009) where the term fracture is used to
describe a general zone of mechanical failure and the terms fault and joint represent shear
and extensional fractures respectively.
3.2 Inference from tectonic setting and field evidence for fracture orientations
3.2.1 Tectonic setting and fracture orientations

Fracture orientations are dictated by the stress regime under which they were formed,
where shear fractures form at an acute angle to the direction of maximum principal stress
and extensional fractures form perpendicular to the direction of minimum principal stress.
This is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 3.1. Hence, knowledge of the principal
stress directions can be used to constrain fracture orientations.
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram illustrating the orientation of the maximum (σ1) and minimum
(σ3) principal stresses and the corresponding fault (red) and joint (green) geometries.
The SWS formation accumulated during the Cenomanian-Turonian transgression of
the Western Interior Seaway (Fraser and Catuneanu, 2004) approximately 90-100 Ma
ago. This occurred during the formation of the North American Cordillera as a result of
the Columbian orogeny from the mid-Jurassic to mid-Cretaceous and subsequently, the
Laramide orogeny from the late-Cretaceous to Eocene. Due to their overlapping temporal
and geographical boundaries, the two orogenies can be considered an orogenic continuum
as advocated by Gabrielse and Yorath (1991). Therefore, we assume a single accretionary
event, the Cordilleran orogeny, which supplies the horizontal compressive forces that
were applied to the basin. The SWS is therefore subjected to contractional tectonics that
contribute to fracture development. Figure 3.2 shows a map of the Canadian cordillera,
where the direction of basin compression is oriented perpendicular to the eastern limit of
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the Cordilleran deformation front and is oriented approximately NE-SW in the study
area.

Figure 3.2. Map of the Canadian Cordillera with the location of the study area as
indicated. Compression of the basin is oriented perpendicular to the eastern limit of the
Cordilleran deformation front (Modified from Gabrielse and Yorath, 1991).
Figure 3.3 shows a NE-SW seismic section that was flattened on the base of reservoir
horizon. At the SWS level, no seismically visible faulting is present. However, a subtle
fold is apparent in the seismic data and folds are commonly associated with fractures.
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Figure 3.3. NE-SW seismic section that was flattened on the base of reservoir horizon. A
subtle fold is evident in the seismic data.
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram of a folded structure and the associated fracturing
in its vicinity. As the lateral compressive forces associated with mountain building were
oriented approximately NE-SW in the study area, the fold axis would strike NW-SE. If a
fold is present, we can safely hypothesize a fracture set perpendicular to the fold axis and
possibly another parallel to the fold axis with dips ranging from subvertical to subparallel
to bedding. Furthermore, it is typical for joint sets to form in organic rich shales during
oil and gas generation due to high in-situ fluid pressures (e.g., Engelder and Lacazette,
1990; Lacazette and Engelder, 1992). Therefore, a joint set is expected that is oriented
perpendicular to the minimum principal stress direction that prevailed during the time of
formation. In the following section, we provide evidence for the expected fracture
orientations as discussed.
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Figure 3.4. Schematic of a folded structure and the associated fracturing in its vicinity,
where fractures form parallel and perpendicular to the fold axis (From Aarre et al., 2012,
adapted from Florez-Niño el al., 2005).

3.2.2 Field evidence for fracture orientations

Here, we analyse production data from a nearby SWS reservoir outside the seismic
survey. Using data from the wells highlighted in green as shown by the map in Figure
3.5a, a material balance (e.g., Lee et al., 2003) was performed to determine the expected
pressure decline as the reservoir is depleted over time. The cumulative production for the
wells is shown in the top of Figure 3.5b and is used to derive the reservoir pressure as
shown by the black curve in the bottom of Figure 3.5b. In addition, the reservoir pressure
measured independently at each well is plotted as points in the bottom of Figure 3.5b.
Note the agreement between the pressure responses obtained from the two different
sources. In conjunction with the geometry of the well positions, this suggests that the
wells are in pressure communication, where this is possible only through the existence of
permeable pathways or fractures that are oriented NW-SE, connecting the various wells.
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Figure 3.5. a) Map illustrating the locations of wells used for material balance and the
corresponding b) cumulative production (top) and reservoir pressure (bottom) as a
function of time. The reservoir pressure derived from material balance (black curve) is in
agreement with those measured independently at each well (colored points), indicating
pressure communication between the wells and the existence of permeable pathways or
fractures oriented approximately NW-SE.
As discussed, the seismic survey in the study area was not adequately sampled for
azimuthal analysis. However, we can increase the common mid-point (CMP) bin size to
achieve a more complete sampling of the wavefield azimuthal variations, although at the
expense of loss of spatial resolution. Figure 3.6 shows the resulting azimuthal offset
gather corrected for NMO using an estimate of the vertical P-wave velocity, with a CMP
location centered at a producing well within the seismic survey. In Figure 3.6, each panel
represents a single azimuth ranging from 5° to 175° measured clockwise from north. In
addition, the reflection event corresponding to the base of reservoir is outlined in red.
Azimuthal variation of the traveltime response associated with the base of reservoir
reflection is clearly visible, where maximum and minimum curvatures are observed at
approximately 45° and 135° from north respectively. This response is hypothesized to be
the result of wave propagation through a shale containing a series of aligned fractures. In
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the following paragraphs, we discuss a fractured shale model and attempt to reproduce
the traveltime response as observed in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. NMO corrected azimuthal offset gather for an area where fractures are known
to exist. The azimuth ranges from 5° to 175° measured clockwise from north. Note the
azimuthal and offset dependence of the traveltime response associated with the base of
reservoir reflection outlined in red.
Most shales with low geological dip can be approximated as transversely isotropic
with a vertical axis of rotational symmetry (VTI) (Sayers, 2010), where the horizontal Pwave velocity is faster than the vertical P-wave velocity. Therefore, we can use a VTI
medium to represent an unfractured shale and further simulate a set of aligned fractures
using Hudson’s penny-shaped crack model (Appendix A). Figure 3.7 illustrates the
schematic of the fractured shale where a set of aligned cracks are inserted in the x2-x3
plane. Although multiple fracture sets are expected, the aligned vertical cracks represent
the most compliant set oriented perpendicular to the present day minimum horizontal
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stress that would dominate the seismic response (e.g., Crampin, 1987). The resulting
medium has an effective elastic stiffness tensor that exhibits an orthorhombic symmetry.

Figure 3.7. Schematic of a VTI medium with aligned fractures where the vertical axis
coincides with the x3 axis. The dashed lines and short solid lines represent the shale
bedding and crack orientations respectively. The resulting medium has an elastic stiffness
tensor that exhibits an orthorhombic symmetry.
In generating the traveltime response associated with seismic wave propagation
through an orthorhombic medium, we use a linearized approximation for the quasi Pwave group velocity derived by Daley and Krebes (2006) given by

1
N12 N 22 N32 E12 N12 N 22 E13 N12 N32 E23 N 22 N 22

≈
+
+
−
−
−
,
VqP2 ( N ) A11 A22 A33
A11 A22
A11 A33
A22 A33

(3.1)

E12 = 2( A12 + 2 A66 ) − ( A11 + A22 ) ,

(3.2)

E13 = 2( A13 + 2 A55 ) − ( A11 + A33 ) ,

(3.3)

E23 = 2( A23 + 2 A44 ) − ( A22 + A33 ) ,

(3.4)

where

and
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where Aij represents the density normalized elastic stiffness parameters and N represents
a unit vector along the direction of the raypath. The modeling was performed for a
transmitted wave through the fractured zone that is subsequently reflected from the base
of reservoir where traveltime anisotropy effects can be observed.

Figure 3.8. a) Wavefront through the fractured shale model at a snapshot in time and b)
the NMO corrected traveltime curves for propagation directions perpendicular and
parallel to the fractures.
The resulting wavefront through the fractured medium at a snapshot in time is illustrated
in Figure 3.8a. Note the non-sphericity of the wavefront where the wave travels faster
parallel to the fractures and slower perpendicular to the fractures. In addition, Figure 3.8b
shows the NMO corrected traveltime curves for waves propagating in a direction
perpendicular and parallel to the fracture plane, where the NMO correction was
performed using the component of the elastic stiffness tensor that corresponds to the
vertical P-wave velocity. For a propagation direction parallel to the fractures, the wave
propagates as in an unfractured shale. The horizontal P-wave velocity parallel to fractures
is greater than the vertical P-wave velocity, resulting in a reduced traveltime at increasing
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offsets upon NMO removal. For a propagation direction perpendicular to the fractures,
the horizontal P-wave velocity decreases due to the excess compliance of the fractures
and this counteracts the effect of an increase in the horizontal P-wave velocity of the
shale. This results in an NMO corrected traveltime that is not as greatly reduced relative
to a propagation direction parallel to the fractures at increasing offsets. Therefore,
according to the fractured shale model, the maximum and minimum traveltime curvature
events for the base of reservoir reflection in Figure 3.6 correspond to wave propagation
parallel and perpendicular to the fractures respectively. These results suggest that the
azimuthal anisotropy observed in Figure 3.6 could be the result of fractures oriented at
approximately N045°E. This is consistent with the expected orientation for open fractures
in the present day stress regime where the minimum horizontal stress is oriented
approximately NW-SE.
3.3 Fracture inference

Fractures that form in relation to mechanisms such as folding are likely to be
accompanied by structural changes detectable at the seismic scale (e.g., Chopra and
Marfurt, 2007). However, in an alternate scenario, fractures can also form as a result of
conditions such as increased stresses due to burial, uplift and unloading, thermal
contraction or high in-situ fluid pressures (e.g., Engelder and Lacazette, 1990; Lacazette
and Engelder, 1992; Engelder and Fischer, 1996; English, 2012) that are common in
unconventional reservoirs, which are self-sourcing and sealing. Consequently, faults and
joints can form that are not directly correlated to seismic scale structural changes. In this
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study, we consider the two scenarios separately and implement different methodologies
for the inference of these fracture systems.
3.3.1 Fractures with structural controls

Fractures that are related to structural deformation such as folds can be detected as subtle
changes in the seismic image (e.g., Chopra and Marfurt, 2007). Therefore, attributes that
highlight structural changes in the post-stack seismic volume were used to identify areas
that are likely to be fractured. Here, we use the ant tracking algorithm (Pedersen et al.,
2002) to extract structural information from the seismic image. First, an edge-detection
algorithm is applied to the post-stack seismic volume to detect all disruptions of reflector
continuity that may correspond to changes in structure. Subsequently, the ant tracking
algorithm uses swarm intelligence to extract features from within the edge-detection
volume that exhibit consistencies in dip, azimuth, planarity, and spatial continuity. This
provides an image that highlights areas with structural changes that are likely to correlate
with fracturing. Figure 3.9 shows a map view of the ant tracking results extracted at the
SWS level, which was computed with no directional bias. In addition, a time thickness
map corresponding to the SWS was superimposed to illustrate the associated geometry of
the structure. The map demonstrates a major structural feature represented by a collection
of linear features in the ant tracking results and an anomalously thick zone trending NWSE through the survey area. This is interpreted as a subtle fold where the main fold axis is
indicated in the figure. Since the ant tracking algorithm illuminates planar features, the
individual events correspond to either very subtle faults or local fold axial planes, where
the associated fracturing in their vicinity can be inferred according to Figure 3.4.
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However, fractures on the flanks are not directly imaged using this technique and
consequently, the lateral extent of the associated fractures is ambiguous.

Figure 3.9. Map view of the ant tracking results superimposed on a time thickness map at
the SWS level. Hot colors represent a thickening of the strata. The major structural
feature trending NW-SE is interpreted as a subtle fold.

3.3.2 Fractures without structural controls
Fractures can also form under conditions that are not necessarily accompanied by seismic
scale structural changes. Therefore, the detection of these fracture systems was achieved
through an investigation into the elastic properties that control failure and to determine
the elastic response of fractures. To determine the elastic properties, a pre-stack AVO
inversion was performed to extract the P- and S-wave velocities and density. At the target
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depth, P-wave incidence angles of up to 43° were available, providing sufficient angle
coverage to confidently perform a three term AVO inversion. Subsequently, the
constitutive relations were applied for the transformation to geomechanical properties
(Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus) that are important in fracture mechanics.
3.3.2.1 Elastic properties and failure
In this section, we briefly discuss the relationship between elastic properties and material
failure in order to determine the conditions that are most favorable for fracture formation.
There is an extensive body of literature on this subject where various failure criteria can
be used to describe the conditions under which a material will fail under stress, therefore
we simply comment on a few results.
The Coulomb failure criterion (Coulomb, 1773) can be used to understand the
conditions under which a material will fail in shear for the formation of a fault. It states
that when the shear stress, τ, exceeds the cohesion, S0, of a material, failure will occur.
This criterion can be illustrated using a Mohr diagram as shown in Figure 10. In the
context of the Mohr diagram, failure occurs when the Mohr circle, whose diameter is
controlled by the difference between the maximum and minimum principal stresses, is
tangent to the failure envelope (dashed circle in Figure 3.10). This is the condition such
that the maximum and minimum principal stresses create a shear stress that exceeds the
cohesion of the material.
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Figure 3.10. Mohr diagram representation of the Coulomb failure criterion. Shear failure
occurs when the Mohr circle is tangent to the failure envelope (dashed circle) where the
maximum (σ1) and minimum (σ3) principal stresses create a shear stress (τ) that exceeds
the cohesion (S0) of the material.
Now consider the uniaxial strain equation given by

σ3 =

ν
1 −ν

σ1 ,

(3.5)

where ν represents the Poisson’s ratio while σ1 and σ3 represent the maximum and
minimum principal stresses respectively. Equation 3.5 states that for a given value of the
maximum principal stress, the minimum principal stress is only dependent on ν. As

ν decreases, the value of the minimum principal stress also decreases, resulting in a larger
Mohr circle. Therefore, a material with a lower Poisson’s ratio is more easily fractured
for a given load under the conditions of uniaxial strain.
In addition, the Griffith (1920) energy-balance criterion can be used for the
description of joint propagation. It provides a relationship between the elastic properties
of a material and the critical tensile stress required for crack growth, where a decrease in
the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus lowers the critical crack propagation stress (see
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Jaeger et al., 2007, p. 309). However, these parameters are not independent but are linked
by the material constitutive relations. Consider the relationship given by (e.g., Sheriff and
Geldart, 1995)
E = 3K (1 − 2ν ) ,

(3.6)

where E is the Young’s modulus and K is the bulk modulus. For a constant value of K,
equation 3.6 is linear and a decrease in ν is necessarily accompanied by an increase in E.
A decrease in E in association with a decrease in ν can then be achieved by lowering the
value of K. Therefore, a material with a low Poisson’s ratio and a relative low in the
Young’s modulus presents more favorable conditions for fractures to form.
3.3.2.2 Elastic properties of fractured media
Thus far, only an isotropic elastic medium has been considered. In addition, the static
definition of the elastic moduli was used, which corresponds to those that would be
directly measured in a deformational experiment. The specific definition used for
Poisson’s ratio is the negative ratio of two transverse strain components and the
definition used for Young’s modulus is the constant of proportionality between the stress
and strain along a single dimension. Alternatively, the static moduli can be computed
using the above definitions given knowledge of the complete elastic stiffness matrix.
These definitions are important for understanding failure as discussed in the above
section. Conversely, Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus can be computed using the
wave propagation velocities, which are referred to as the dynamic moduli. These can be
computed using specific components of the elastic stiffness matrix corresponding to the
wave propagation velocities. Under isotropic conditions, the elastic moduli computed
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using the static and dynamic definitions are equivalent due to symmetry relations of the
isotropic elastic stiffness matrix. However, if anisotropy is introduced, the dynamic
moduli deviate from the static definition. This is the result of a lower symmetry system
associated with anisotropic media, and because the static and dynamic moduli are
calculated differently, they provide different information about the medium. The wave
propagation velocities are obtained from AVO inversion, therefore, we need to
investigate the effect of fractures on the dynamic elastic moduli for a proper
interpretation of the results. Note that the static and dynamic moduli as discussed are in
the context of their mathematical forms rather than differences in their measured values
due to different strain amplitudes between the static and dynamic experiments.
Since the most compliant fracture set is oriented perpendicular to the present day
minimum horizontal stress and would dominate the seismic response (e.g., Crampin,
1987), we perform the modeling using a set of vertical aligned cracks. The corresponding
dynamic Poisson’s ratio has a fast and slow component due to shear wave birefringence
(Crampin, 1987) and is given by

ν fast

=

VP2 − 2VS2, fast

C33 − 2C44
,
2(C33 − C44 )

(3.7)

VP2 − 2VS2, slow
C − 2C55
,
= 33
2
2
2 VP − VS , slow
2(C33 − C55 )

(3.8)

(

2
P

2
S , fast

2 V −V

)

=

and

ν slow =

(

)

where VP and VS represent the P- and S-wave velocities respectively and Cij represents the
effective elastic stiffness parameters. In equations 3.7 and 3.8, C33, C44, and C55
correspond to the vertical P-wave velocity and the two orthogonal polarizations of the
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fast and slow vertical S-wave velocity respectively. Likewise, the dynamic Young’s
modulus has a fast and slow component and is given by

E fast = 2C44 (1 + ν fast ),

(3.9)

Eslow = 2C55 (1 + ν slow ) .

(3.10)

and

The difference between the static and dynamic moduli, once anisotropy is introduced,
results from an increase in the number of independent elastic stiffness parameters. For
comparison, the various components of the static Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus
for an orthorhombic medium as expressed in terms of the elastic stiffness parameters are
given in Appendix B. The static moduli are functions of only C11, C22, C33, C12, C13, and
C23 and are therefore independent of the S-wave propagation velocities. The dynamic
moduli as computed using equations 3.7 to 3.10 include the S-wave velocities and
therefore deviate from the static definition and must be interpreted differently.
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Figure 3.11. a) Dynamic Poisson’s ratio and b) Young’s modulus as a function of crack
density calculated using equations 3.7 to 3.10 and A-1, A-4, A-5 and A-6.
Figure 3.11 shows the fast, slow, and average values of the dynamic Poisson’s ratio
and Young’s modulus as a function of crack density calculated using equations 3.7 to
3.10 and A-1, A-4, A-5 and A-6. For the isotropic analysis performed here, the fast and
slow directions are not considered independently. Therefore, the estimated elastic
properties are approximated as an average of the extrema. The fast component of the
dynamic Poisson’s ratio is a decreasing function of crack density, where the P-wave
velocity decreases while the S-wave velocity parallel to the fractures is unchanged with
increasing crack density (Appendix A). The slow component of the dynamic Poisson’s
ratio is an increasing function of crack density, where the P-wave velocity and S-wave
velocity perpendicular to the fractures both decrease with crack density. However, the Swave velocity decreases at a greater rate relative to the P-wave velocity, resulting in an
increase in the Poisson’s ratio with an increase in crack density (Appendix A). Therefore,
the response of the average dynamic Poisson’s ratio is largely unchanged for increasing
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crack density (Figure 3.11a). This suggests that an increase in fracturing has a minimal
effect on the average dynamic Poisson’s ratio. Therefore, we identify low values of the
dynamic Poisson’s ratio as more favorable conditions for the formation of fractures in a
given stress environment rather than a direct indicator for the presence of fractures.
Conversely, the fast, slow and average dynamic Young’s modulus all decrease with an
increase in fracturing (Figure 3.11b). Therefore, we identify low values as an indicator
for the presence of fractures.
The vertical P-wave velocity can also be used as an indicator for the presence of
fractures. Again, using Hudson’s penny-shaped crack model, we can investigate the
vertical P-wave response of a fractured medium. According to Hudson (1981), the first
order perturbation of C33 contains the crack density term and is always negative
(Appendix A). Therefore, an increase in crack density results in a decrease in the
effective vertical P-wave velocity. Using this result, we identify anomalous zones with a
decrease in the vertical P-wave velocity as an indicator for the presence of fractures.
Given the above analysis, three properties are used to infer the presence of fracture
systems not directly correlated to seismic scale structural changes. These include the
dynamic Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus and vertical P-wave velocity. As
discussed above, low values are desired for all properties. Figures 3.12a to 3.12c show
horizon slices for the various properties extracted at the SWS level.
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Figure 3.12. Horizon slice of the a) dynamic Poisson’s ratio, b) dynamic Young’s
modulus and c) P-wave velocity extracted at the SWS level where hot colors represent
low values for the three properties. These are combined with the ant tracking results to
create the d) multi-property map illustrating areas that are likely to be fractured.

3.3.3 Multi-property analysis

To infer the presence of fractures in the SWS, we implement a multi-property analysis to
identify areas that are most likely to be fractured based on structural information and
elastic properties of the medium. The above analysis provides possible responses related
to fractures. However, the responses could be the result of phenomena not yet considered
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such as laterally changing lithology. Therefore, to reduce uncertainty associated with
each individual property, we combine all the information acquired from the above
analysis to increase our confidence.
Figure 3.12d shows the results of the multi-property analysis. The green areas
combine information from the three elastic properties, indicating the possible locations of
fractures not directly correlated to seismic scale structural changes. To identify these
areas, threshold values were defined for each elastic property and areas that fell within
the accepted range for all three properties were flagged as potential locations for the
presence of fractures. In addition, the ant tracking results were overlaid for the
identification of areas with seismic scale structural changes from which the associated
fracturing can be inferred. The map demonstrates that the green areas are mostly
concentrated adjacent to the structure trending NW-SE, corresponding to the flanks of the
interpreted fold. Furthermore, there exists a gap along the main structural feature where
the elastic properties do not fit the criteria for the presence of fractures. This is consistent
with a contractional fault-bend fold (e.g., Suppe, 1983; Salvini and Storti, 2001), where
an undeformed zone exists at the crest of the fold that should not be fractured as
illustrated in Figure 3.13. From the ant tracking image alone, the lateral extent of the fold
related fractures are ambiguous, however, with the additional analysis that includes the
elastic properties, the lateral extent of these fractures can be inferred.
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Figure 3.13. Schematic of a contractional fault-bend fold where the shading is
representative of the fracture intensity. An undeformed zone exists at the crest of the fold
that should not be fractured (Adapted from Salvini and Storti, 2001).

3.4 Chapter summary

The presence of fractures in the SWS was inferred through a multi-property analysis
which includes structural attributes extracted from the seismic image and elastic
properties estimated through AVO inversion. The structural attributes identified areas
with seismic scale structural changes from which the associated fracturing in the vicinity
of these features can be inferred. The elastic property estimates identified areas with an
increased likelihood of fractures not directly correlated to seismic scale structural
changes. In the study area, a subtle fold was identified through the ant tracking results.
Furthermore, investigation into the elastic properties of fractured media revealed
locations on the flanks of the fold that are likely to be fractured, which identified the
lateral extent of these features that was not possible from structural attributes alone as
discussed in §1.1.2. The combined interpretation of these results suggests the existence of
a contractional fault-bend fold, where an undeformed zone exists at the crest of the fold
that should not be fractured as indicated by the multi-property map.
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In situations where the available seismic data is not adequate for unambiguous
azimuthal analysis, alternative methods for fracture detection become necessary.
Information concerning fractures can be extracted from conventional isotropic seismic
analysis techniques and used to reduce uncertainty for the delineation of the associated
fracture systems.
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Chapter Four
Hydraulic fracture response of pre-rupture faults
4.1 Introduction

Hydraulic fracture stimulation plays a vital role in the development of unconventional
energy resources, where the objective is to create permeable pathways for fluid flow.
Issues that often arise are associated with variations in the in-situ stress field over
relatively small distances, where deviations from the regional stress field are observed.
Areas that are often prone to these variations are in the vicinity of faults or structural
features related to tectonic loading, where mechanical alterations in the rock mass result
in changes to the material properties and its associated stress response, and upon
stimulation, unexpected fracture patterns can result.
The mechanisms responsible for hydraulic fracturing are numerous and many are
beyond the capacity of existing theories. However, simple models can be constructed to
aid in the understanding of the complex phenomenon. In this chapter, we present a model
to explain the complex fracture behavior observed in the stimulation program associated
with an unconventional gas well in the Montney shale of NE British Columbia, Canada.
This study stems from the work of Norton et al. (2010) and Maxwell et al. (2011), where
a reservoir characterization study was performed through analysis of surface seismic data
and the associated microseismicity recorded during stimulation. We being with an
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overview of the work done previously and proceed with the presentation of a
micromechanical model that seeks to explain the observed fracture behavior.
4.2 Background

The Montney is a Lower Triassic succession of organic rich siltstones and shales
deposited in a shallow-water shoreface to deep-water marine setting. Gas is trapped as a
continuous phase in the fine grained, low permeability sediments where capillary forces
restrict migration up-dip or into overlying coarser grained rock. This results in a selfsourcing and sealing hydrocarbon system that is generally overpressured. The target
interval is at approximately 1750 m TVD with porosities ranging from 0.03 to 0.06 and
permeabilities ranging from 0.001 to 0.05 mD. These characteristics result in an
unconventional reservoir where hydraulic fracturing is necessary to achieve economic
recovery rates.
The work of Norton et al. (2010) and Maxwell et al. (2011) combined properties
derived from reflection seismic data and microseismic measurements to characterize the
variations in reservoir properties and the stimulation response. Figure 4.1 shows the
variability in the microseismicity associated with the stimulation program of three
horizontal wells. The microseismicity shown correspond to events above a magnitude
cut-off that removes any detection bias within a distance of 1000 m from the monitoring
well (Maxwell et al., 2011).
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Figure 4.1. Map view (north is up) illustrating the variability in the microseismic
response associated with the stimulation of three horizontal wells. The wells were drilled
approximately parallel to the regional minimum principal stress direction. The color and
size of the spheres represent the various stages of the hydraulic fracture treatment and the
magnitude of the microseismic events respectively (From Maxwell et al., 2011).
In addition, only stages nearest to the monitoring well were taken into account (10 out of
21 stages). This was performed to ensure the presence of sufficiently high signal to noise
levels for subsequent data analysis. In Figure 4.1, large variations in the microseismic
response are clearly seen where events SW of Well A exhibit a NE-SW trend that
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propagate away from the wellbore while events along the length of Wells B and C are
constrained to a linear region trending NW-SE.
To investigate these variations, Maxwell et al. (2011) performed additional analysis
on the induced microseismicity to determine the nature of deformation associated with
the hydraulic fracture treatment. Figure 4.2 shows calculations of the seismic moment
density and b-values associated with the event clusters to investigate the microseismic
source strength (Maxwell et al., 2006) and frequency-magnitude relationship (Gutenberg
and Richter, 1954) respectively. The moment densities SW of Well A are relatively small
while the moment densities along Wells B and C are larger, where the increased source
strength is consistent with fault activation along Wells B and C. Additionally, b-values
can be used to distinguish between fault activation and hydraulic fractures, where fault
activation results in b-values of approximately one while higher values are associated
with hydraulic fractures (e.g., Maxwell et al., 2009). Low b-values of around one are
observed along Wells B and C, indicating the microseismicity in this region is associated
with fault activation, and is consistent with the conclusions made from observations of
the larger moment densities. Conversely, higher b-values are observed SW of Well A and
are consistent with conventional hydraulic fractures.
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Figure 4.2. Contours of the a) seismic moment density and b) b-values illustrating the
microseismic source strength and slope of the frequency-magnitude relationship
respectively. The events along Wells B and C are consistent with fault activation while
the events SW of Well A are consistent with conventional hydraulic fractures (From
Maxwell et al., 2011).
In addition, composite focal mechanisms were computed by Maxwell et al. (2011) to
determine the average failure mechanism associated with the microseismicity (e.g.,
Rutledge et al., 2004). The analysis performs a best fit between the observed radiation
patterns from groups of events and the theoretical radiation pattern of a single shear
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deformation event. Due to the directionality of the source mechanism, S- to P-wave
amplitude ratios vary as a function of azimuth with respect to the receiver depending on
the orientation of the slip plane. Therefore, analysis of the composite focal mechanisms
can be performed to reveal insights into the average mode of failure for the microseismic
event clusters.

Figure 4.3. Composite focal mechanisms showing the observed S- to P-wave amplitude
ratios and modeled radiation patterns, indicating the average failure mechanism for the
two event clusters defined by the different b-values corresponding to a) fault activation
and b) hydraulic fractures (From Maxwell et al., 2011).
Figure 4.3 shows the composite focal mechanisms for the two event clusters defined by
the different b-values corresponding to fault activation and hydraulic fractures. The
events SW of Well A are best modeled by a NE-SW strike-slip mechanism along the
expected fracture orientation orthogonal to the regional minimum horizontal stress
direction. The events along Wells B and C are best modeled by a NW-SE dip-slip
mechanism orthogonal to the expected fracture orientation but are consistent with the
regional thrust faults in the area, further supporting the notion of fault activation.
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These results clearly indicate a considerable change in the stress field over the
stimulation region. SW of Well A, failure occurs under a strike-slip faulting stress
regime, where the vertical stress is the intermediate principal stress. Along the length of
Wells B and C, failure occurs under a thrust faulting stress regime, where the vertical
stress is the minimum principal stress. The question then arises as to what is the
underlying mechanism responsible for the observed changes in the stress field. The
current hypothesis is associated with the regional deformation where the stress variations
result from mechanical alterations in the rock mass associated with tectonic loading.

Figure 4.4. Seismic section that shows the presence of thrust faults below the Montney
indicated by the arrow and the corresponding structure above in the zone of interest
where pre-rupture faults can exist.
Figure 4.4 shows a seismic image illustrating the structural deformation throughout the
section. Reflector displacement that corresponds to faulting is observed deeper in the
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section but die out as it extends up into the Montney. The faulting however creates
structures in the Montney that correspond to deformation prior to brittle failure and the
formation of a discrete fault plane, where pre-rupture faults can exist. The following
investigates this hypothesis through consideration of the changes in mechanical
properties throughout the deformation process and the associated response of the
mechanically altered material.
4.3 Failure process
4.3.1 The stress-strain curve

The process of failure can be modeled in the laboratory in which rock samples are loaded
to investigate the deformation at various points throughout their stress history. Consider a
typical stress-strain curve for a rock specimen subjected to uniaxial compression with a
constant lateral confining stress as in Figure 4.5. The curve can be divided conceptually
into three regions where the rock exhibits elastic, ductile and brittle behavior.

Figure 4.5. Stress-strain curve illustrating the elastic, ductile and brittle regions of a rock
specimen subjected to uniaxial compression under a constant lateral confining stress.
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The elastic regime is characterized by the linear region of the curve. Loading and
unloading in this region will follow the same path along the stress-strain curve and will
not produce irreversible changes in the structure or material properties of the rock. The
transition from elastic to ductile behavior occurs at a point known as the yield stress, σ0,
of the material. The ductile regime is then characterized by a gradual decrease in the
slope of the curve until a value of zero is reached. In this region, the transverse strains
begin to grow in magnitude at a much faster rate than the axial strain. This means that an
incremental increase in the axial compressive stress results in an incremental increase in
the volume, a phenomenon known as dilatancy. The increase in volume under an
additional compressive stress can be attributed to the formation and extension of
microcracks oriented parallel to the direction of the maximum principal stress.
Irreversible changes to the structure and material properties occur throughout this region
and successive loading and unloading cycles will follow different paths along the stressstrain curve, resulting in changes to the effective elastic properties. The point at which the
slope of the stress-strain curve is zero marks the transition from ductile to brittle behavior
and is known as the uniaxial compressive strength, C0, of the material. The brittle regime
is then characterized by a negative slope in the stress-strain curve where failure occurs
throughout this region as a continuous process in which the material physically
deteriorates.
4.3.2 The in-situ formation of microcracks

Triaxial compression tests are typically performed under the condition of a constant
lateral confining stress, where the lateral expansion of the specimen is unrestricted. One
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can imagine however that the lateral confining stress in-situ is a function of the
surrounding material, which exhibits a finite stiffness. As a rock mass deforms laterally,
the adjacent rock would respond by increasing the lateral confining stress with increasing
lateral strain, therefore inhibiting localized lateral expansion.

Figure 4.6. Schematic representation of the experiment performed by Hallbauer et al.
(1973) illustrating the mechanical alterations in a rock specimen at various points along
the stress-strain curve (Adapted from Jaeger et al., 2007).
Hallbauer et al. (1973) performed a triaxial compression test that more closely
represents the conditions in-situ to characterize the physical changes to a rock sample
throughout the failure process. Using an annealed copper tube and a fixed fluid volume in
a triaxial test cell, they were able to provide stiffness to the confinement of the specimen.
The samples were loaded to predetermined points along the stress-strain curve to
investigate the structural changes that occur as a result of loading. Thin sections were
subsequently prepared at the various stages of loading to illustrate the mechanical
alterations undergone during the deformation process. Figure 4.6 illustrates the results of
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their experiment. The structural changes observed in the specimen consisted of
microcracks that formed throughout the deformation process. The orientation of the
microcracks is parallel to the direction of maximum principal stress, which was applied
along the axis of the cylindrical samples. In the elastic regime (region a in Figure 4.6),
slight hysteresis occurred where the microcracks were distributed uniformly throughout
the sample. In the ductile regime (regions b, c, and d in Figure 4.6), the density of
microcracks increased dramatically as the axial stress approached the ultimate strength of
the specimen, where the distribution of microcracks begins to concentrate near the center
of the specimen along a plane. As loading approached the ultimate strength of the
specimen and into the brittle regime (region e in Figure 4.6), the microcracks coalesce to
form a discrete fracture plane.
In our study of pre-rupture faults, the region of interest is the ductile regime of the
stress-strain curve, where the formation of aligned microcracks alters the mechanical
properties of the rock mass and changes the effective elastic properties. In addition, we
assume the microcracks are hydraulically isolated prior to coalescing to form a discrete
fracture plane. To investigate the associated properties of the mechanically altered
material, we use Hudson’s penny-shaped crack model (1981), which provides
expressions for the effective elastic stiffness parameters associated with aligned pennyshaped inclusions embedded in an isotropic background medium. For simplicity, we
consider the case of dry cracks where the effective elastic stiffness parameters are a
function of the crack density, ε and the Lamé parameters, λ and μ of the background
medium (Appendix A).
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4.4 Reflectivity response

Consider a schematic representation of the Montney structure as shown in Figure 4.7. As
the underlying thrust faults create the structure in the zone of interest, microcracks could
be present as a result of deformation prior to brittle failure, representing a pre-rupture
fault. Assuming the microcracks were formed during the development of the thrust faults,
they would lie in the horizontal plane as the maximum principal stress is horizontal in a
thrust faulting stress regime. Clusters of microcracks would then change the effective
elastic properties of the medium.

Figure 4.7. Schematic representation of the Montney structure illustrating the possible
presence of pre-rupture faults consisting of microcracks that lie in the horizontal plane.
At a reflection interface where microcracks exist, the reflection coefficient changes
relative to the unaltered background.
The normal incidence reflection coefficient across an interface where microcracks exists
is given by
R=

v2( eff ) ρ 2 − v1( eff ) ρ1
,
v2( eff ) ρ 2 + v1( eff ) ρ1

(4.1)

where ρ is the density and v(eff) is the effective vertical P-wave velocity, and is given by
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v ( eff ) =

C33( 0) (λ , μ ) + C33(1) (λ , μ , ε )

ρ

.

(4.2)

In equation 4.2, C33(0) is the elastic stiffness parameter corresponding to the vertical Pwave velocity for the isotropic background and C33(1) is the first order perturbation due to
the inclusion of the penny-shaped cracks (Appendix A). In the region where cracks exist,

ε is finite, resulting in a change in vertical P-wave velocity and the normal incidence
reflection coefficient relative to the unaltered background. In addition, since the geometry
associated with the cluster of microcracks forms a planar feature, amplitude changes in
the seismic image can be identified using the ant tracking algorithm as discussed in
§3.3.1. Here, we are interested in the subtle changes in reflection amplitudes that exhibit
fault-like features. Figure 4.8 shows the ant tracking results for the zone of interest. The
stronger events highlighted in blue correspond to edges of a structural feature and
represent the fold axial planes. However, the weaker events as outlined represent subtle
changes in the reflection amplitudes that exhibit spatial planarity consistent with the
regional thrust faults. Therefore, these features represent the possible presence of prerupture faults capable of affecting the hydraulic fracture response.
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Figure 4.8. Ant tracking image showing the presence of subtle amplitude changes that
exhibit spatial planarity consistent with the regional thrust faults, indicating the possible
presence of pre-rupture faults (Modified from Norton et al., 2010).

4.5 An effective stress model for pre-rupture faults

To investigate the effective stress field experienced by pre-rupture faults, consider an
infinitely thin crack embedded in an isotropic homogenous background as illustrated by
the solid blue line in Figure 4.9. The crack is subjected to a uniform normal traction, p,
applied to its faces, as would be the case for the pressure exerted by a pore fluid. Sneddon
(1946) derived the displacement for the crack surface in a direction normal to its plane
given by

w(r ) =

2(1 −ν ) pa

πμ
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1 − (r a ) ,
2

(4.3)

where ν and μ are the Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of the isotropic background
medium respectively, a is the radius of the crack and r is the radial distance from the
center of the crack in the crack plane.

Figure 4.9. Schematic representation of an infinitely thin crack (solid line) and the
associated displacement (dashed line) upon the application of a uniform normal traction,
such as that would be applied by a pore fluid.
The pressurization of the crack results in an opening displacement that is greatest in the
center and zero at the crack edge as illustrated by the dashed blue line in Figure 4.9. The
excess elastic strain energy due to a pressurized crack can be calculated as in Jaeger et al.
(2007) by solving

Wcrack =

1
pwdA =
2 2A

2π a



2(1 −ν ) p 2 a

πμ

0 0

1 − (r a ) rdrdθ ,
2

(4.4)

which yields
Wcrack =

4(1 − ν ) p 2 a 3
.
3μ

(4.5)

Note that the pressure and displacement in equation 4.4 are those that exist at equilibrium
and do not refer to the values during the loading process (Jaeger et al., 2007). As the
initial surface of the crack lies entirely in a two dimensional plane, the state of loading
considered here is equivalent to the case of a far-field hydrostatic loading of magnitude p
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(Jaeger et al., 2007). Consequently, no additional elastic strain energy arises for far-field
principal stresses that are parallel to the plane of the crack (Sack, 1946). This suggests
that the strain associated with a pressurized crack act only in a direction normal to the
crack face.
Now consider a medium with a volume, V, containing N number of cracks. The
resulting excess elastic strain energy density can be obtained by the multiplication of
equation 4.5 by N/V. In addition, using the definition of crack density given by

ε=

Na 3
,
V

(4.6)

an expression for the excess elastic strain energy density as a function of crack density
can be obtained and is given by
4(1 − ν ) p 2ε
W=
.
3μ

(4.7)

We seek an expression for the effective stress due to the presence of aligned pennyshaped cracks subjected to a pore pressure, p. By assuming that the opening displacement
is small, the normals to the crack surface lie along a single axis. The resulting stress
exerted by the pore fluid is uniaxial and act only in a direction normal to the crack face.
Differentiation of equation 4.7 with respect to p then yields the excess strain as a result of
the pressurized cracks and is given by

e ( excess) =

∂W 8(1 −ν ) pε
=
,
∂p
3μ

(4.8)

where it is finite only along the direction normal to the crack face. Subsequently, the
corresponding components of the excess stress can be obtained using Hooke’s law given
by
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(4.9)

where the Cij’s represent the effective elastic stiffness parameters as given by Hudson’s
penny-shaped crack model (1981) in Appendix A. The resulting effective stresses are
then given by

σ ij( eff ) = σ ij − σ ij( excess) .

(4.10)

Since only one normal excess strain (e.g., eij(excess) for i=j) is finite due to a set of aligned
pressurized cracks, we obtain three normal excess stresses. For cracks in the x1-x2 plane,
the excess stresses are given by

σ 11( excess) =

8C13 (1 − ν )ε
p = β13 p ,
3μ

(4.11)

σ 22( excess) =

8C23 (1 − ν )ε
p = β 23 p ,
3μ

(4.12)

σ 33( excess) =

8C33 (1 − ν )ε
p = β 33 p .
3μ

(4.13)

and

The parameters βij in equations 4.11 to 4.13 are analogous to the Biot-Willis parameter,

α, which represents the proportion of fluid pressure which will produce the same strains
as the total stress (Biot and Willis, 1957). In most porous rocks, the pressure applied
inside the pores will result in a smaller strain on the total rock volume than the same
pressure applied on the total rock volume, therefore α and βij will take on values that are
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typically less than one. Furthermore, in equations 4.11 to 4.13, ν and μ represent the
background medium and Cij’s represent the effective medium, therefore these are
analogous to the solid phase and saturated moduli of Biot and Willis (1957) respectively.
4.6 Discussion

Given the above description of the failure process and an effective stress model for a
medium containing penny-shaped cracks, we can proceed with the presentation of a
model to explain the variability of the stress field in the stimulation region.
During the formation of the regional thrust faults, it is likely that there exists a
complete range of rocks at various stages in the deformation process. The area along the
length of Wells B and C where fault activation occurred is hypothesized to be loaded to
the ductile region of the stress-strain curve, representing a pre-rupture fault. Since the
maximum and minimum principal stress directions in a thrust faulting stress regime are
horizontal and vertical respectively, the microcracks that form as a result of loading lie in
the horizontal plane. We then model the rock mass as an isotropic medium containing
spherical pores and aligned penny-shaped cracks in the horizontal plane. In a strike-slip
faulting stress regime, σH(eff) > σV(eff) > σh(eff) and in a thrust faulting stress regime, σH(eff)
> σh(eff) > σV(eff), where the subscripts V, H and h denote the vertical and maximum and
minimum horizontal stresses respectively. Therefore, we are interested in the relative
magnitudes of σV(eff)

and σh(eff) as a function of crack density. The corresponding

effective vertical stress is given by

σ V( eff ) = σ V − β 33 p ,
and the effective minimum horizontal stress is given by
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(4.14)

σ h( eff ) = σ h − β13 p .

(4.15)

For the following numerical calculations, we assume that the cracks are dry. To calculate
the stresses, we use a pressure gradient of 25 kPa/m and the average measured closure
stress value of 23 kPa/m for the vertical and minimum horizontal stresses respectively.
To calculate βij, average values in the Montney were used to represent the isotropic
background where the P- and S-wave velocities and density were taken to be 4750 m/s,
2800 m/s and 2650 kg/m3 respectively. The pore pressure was taken to be 30 MPa. Figure
4.10 shows the effective vertical and minimum horizontal stress as a function of crack
density. Note that the effective vertical stress decreases at a faster rate relative to the
effective minimum horizontal stress. At a crack density of approximately 0.035, a cross
over from a strike-slip to thrust faulting stress regime occurs. The presence of a prerupture fault changes the pore pressure response and ultimately the stress regime
experienced by the rock mass. Therefore, we attribute the variable hydraulic fracture
response to the presence of aligned cracks and its associated response to a uniform
normal traction applied by a pore fluid.
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Figure 4.10. The effective minimum horizontal and vertical stresses as a function of crack
density. A cross over from a strike-slip to thrust faulting stress regime occurs at a crack
density of approximately 0.035.

4.7 Chapter summary

The large variability in the hydraulic fracture response of a tight gas reservoir was
investigated through a micromechanical model representing a pre-rupture fault.
Laboratory experiments demonstrate the formation of aligned microcracks throughout the
deformation process and therefore, a penny-shaped crack model was used to investigate
the associated response of the mechanically altered material. Due to the planarity of the
deformation zone associated with pre-rupture faults, these features were extracted from
the seismic image using a pattern recognition algorithm that identifies planar features. In
addition, an effective stress model was presented to investigate the response of such
media to the pressure applied by a pore fluid. The proposed effective stress model
predicts an excess strain that acts only in a direction normal to the crack face. For the
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case of the hypothesized pre-rupture fault along Wells B and C, this effect caused a cross
over from a strike-slip to thrust faulting stress regime, resulting in the observed hydraulic
fracture behavior.
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Chapter Five
4D analysis of hydraulically induced fractures
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a methodology to evaluate fluid mobility in the stimulated
zone for a hydraulic fracture treatment in the Horn River gas shales of NE British
Columbia, Canada. This study builds upon the work of Goodway et al. (2012), where an
integrated study was performed to predict and characterize well performance through
advanced quantitative interpretation methods for reservoir characterization. Their study
detailed the workflow from which “sweet spots” were identified through geomechanical
and rock property estimation from 3D seismic data. Furthermore, the microseismicity
associated with the hydraulic fracture treatment and 4D seismic were used to evaluate the
extent of the SRV, which provides a tool to confirm and calibrate the predictions of the
seismic reservoir characterization study. Here, we investigate an observed attenuation
response in the 4D seismic that was hypothesized to be the result of squirt flow effects,
which can be used as a proxy for permeability.
We begin with an overview of the squirt flow phenomenon in fractured porous media
and the corresponding frequency dependent attenuation response. Subsequently, we
present the interpretation of the induced microseismicity and 4D seismic anomalies to
determine the SRV and the 4D attenuation analysis for permeability estimates to
corroborate information acquired from independent sources of data.
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5.2 Squirt flow in mesoscale fractures

Wave-induced fluid flow between open fractures in a poroelastic background was
discussed by Brajanovski et al. (2005), where they modeled the fractured medium as a
porous background with highly compliant layers that represent fractures. In their
description of the phenomenon, mesoscale fractures were considered, where mesoscale
means small compared to the seismic wavelength but much larger than the size of
individual grains and pores. For the present study, the assumption of mesoscale fractures
is reasonable as the hydraulically induced fractures are not directly resolvable seismically
and the grain and pore sizes in shales are much smaller.
For the case of liquid-filled fractures that are not hydraulically isolated, the passage of
a seismic wave induces a pore pressure gradient in the medium. To equilibrate pressure,
fluid diffusion occurs across the interface between the layers representing the background
and fractures, where this can be regarded as two coupled diffusion processes (Gurevich et
al., 2007). As the diffusion characteristics associated with the background and fractures
are different, superposition results in a frequency dependence of the elastic parameters.
This ultimately gives rise to velocity dispersion and attenuation of the seismic energy,
which can be used to provide an indication for fluid mobility or the permeability in the
medium.
The dynamic-equivalent saturated P-wave modulus for the system as discussed is
given by (Brajanovski et al., 2005)
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(5.1)

where

M=

4
L=K+ μ,
3

(5.2)

C = L + α 2M ,

(5.3)
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(5.4)

and

Ω=

ωηH 2 M
,
4κCL

(5.5)

where the quantity, Ω, is known as the normalized frequency, K, Kg and Kf are the bulk
modulus of the dry matrix, solid grain and fluid respectively, μ is the shear modulus, α is
the Biot-Willis coefficient, φ is porosity, ω is the frequency, H is the fracture spatial
period, ΔN is the normal fracture weakness (Schoenberg and Sayers, 1995), κ is the
permeability and η is the dynamic viscosity. The effect of fluid motion between fractures
and pores gives rise to complex elastic stiffness coefficients that result in a frequency
dependent response. The corresponding attenuation is given by

( )
( )

1 Im c11sat
=
,
Q Re c11sat

(5.6)

where Q is the quality factor. Figure 5.1 shows the attenuation as presented by
Brajanovski et al. (2005) for a constant normal fracture weakness of 0.2 and different
background porosity values. The wave-induced fluid flow between fractures and pores
exhibits an attenuation response that is characteristic of a relaxation phenomenon
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(Brajanovski et al., 2005) where the attenuation peaks at some frequency and falls off
thereafter.

Figure 5.1. Attenuation response for mesoscale fractures in a porous background for a
constant normal fracture weakness of 0.2 and different background porosity values (From
Brajanovski et al., 2005).
The P-wave modulus given by equation 5.1 represents the response for an applied
stress normal to the fracture plane, and is therefore only applicable for plane waves
propagating along the fracture normal. However, due to the source-receiver offsets in the
data acquisition, plane-wave components should exist that are normal to the fracture
plane for various fracture geometries. Therefore, we expect a finite attenuation response
despite the non-ideal experimental setup. In addition, for a quantitative description of the
attenuation response, we require knowledge of parameters such as the fracture
dimensions and a fluid mobility parameter, which are unknown at present. Therefore, we
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are restricted to a qualitative analysis to evaluate the attenuation response and hence the
estimation of permeability in the stimulated zone.
5.3 Microseismic and 4D seismic analysis

The induced microseismicity as a result of the hydraulic fracture treatment was recorded
to determine the extent of the SRV. Figure 5.2 shows the microseismic event locations
overlaid on a curvature attribute map illustrating the location of a fault cutting through
the well pad. For the completion of stages located near the fault, a lack of microseismic
events was observed in the immediate vicinity as outlined in yellow. However,
microseismic events appeared at the toe of the wells suggesting a deflection of energy
that re-stimulates the NW end of the pad.

Figure 5.2. Microseismic event locations overlaid on a curvature attribute map illustrating
the location of a fault cutting through the well pad (From Goodway et al., 2012).
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Figure 5.3 shows the 4D amplitude and traveltime anomalies for the stimulated
interval. The two properties demonstrate a consistent 4D anomaly at the toe of the wells
where the apparent re-stimulation created a significantly damaged zone that was
detectable seismically. In addition, the anomalies appear to be bounded by the curvature
event and in conjunction with the microseismic observations, suggest that fluid was
transported through the fault but resulted in little change in the fault zone.

Figure 5.3. Map view of the 4D a) amplitude and b) traveltime anomalies associated with
the hydraulic fracture treatment with the well trajectories overlaid. The curvature is also
overlaid to indicate the location of the fault (From Goodway et al., 2012).

5.4 4D attenuation analysis

To provide an indication for fluid motion in the stimulated zone, we perform a spectral
analysis to investigate the presence of attenuation effects as discussed above.
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Figure 5.4. Time variant amplitude spectrum for an area a) with and b) without
stimulation where attenuation effects are observed in a) throughout the reservoir interval
at approximately 1.6 to 1.7 seconds as outlined.
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The monitor survey for the 4D analysis was acquired during the completions program
where the hydraulic fracturing fluid has not yet been recovered. As the original state of
the reservoir was completely gas saturated, even existing fractures that are permeable will
not produce the attenuation effects due to the motion of a liquid phase between fractures
and pores. Therefore, the baseline survey provides a reference to detect any attenuation
effects in the monitor survey.
Figure 5.4 shows time-variant amplitude spectra and their difference for a single trace
extracted from the baseline and monitor surveys in an area with and without stimulation,
where the reservoir interval is approximately between 1.6 and 1.7 seconds as outlined. In
the area without stimulation, a minimal amplitude difference is observed throughout the
reservoir interval. Conversely, in the area with stimulation, a finite amplitude difference
is observed that extends throughout the reservoir interval and is isolated to a specific
frequency band.

Figure 5.5. Time slice through the time variant spectrum illustrating the amplitude
response for an area a) with and b) without stimulation and c) the amplitude spectrum
difference between the baseline and monitor surveys.
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Figure 5.5 shows a slice through the time-variant spectra in the reservoir interval where
these effects are more clearly seen. The difference amplitude spectrum demonstrates a
decrease in amplitude that peaks at some frequency and falls off thereafter.
To illustrate the areal extent of the attenuation response, a spectral decomposition was
performed for the 4D volumes windowed around the reservoir interval. Figure 5.6 shows
the difference in the 35 Hz spectral component between the baseline and monitor surveys,
where the hot colors represent areas of increased attenuation and hence, fluid mobility
within the stimulated zone.

Figure 5.6. Map illustrating the areal extent of the 4D attenuation anomalies suggesting
fluid mobility in the stimulated zone. Also note the attenuation trend that tracks the
curvature event outlining the location of the fault.
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The attenuation response is consistent with the amplitude and traveltime anomalies which
are concentrated near the toe of the wells, confirming the extent of the SRV. In addition,
the spectral-difference map exhibits an attenuation trend that tracks the curvature event
outlining the location of the fault. As suggested by the microseismic observations and
seismic amplitude and traveltime anomalies, energy is deflected towards the toe of the
wells through the fault. The attenuation response therefore, is consistent with the
interpretation of a permeable fault, which served as a conduit for the transport of fluid to
re-stimulate the NW end of the well pad.
5.5 Chapter summary

Estimates of permeability in hydraulically induced fractures were performed through
spectral analysis of a 4D seismic survey. Estimates are based on theoretical predictions
that the effect of fluid mobility results in a frequency dependent attenuation response.
Comparison of time-variant amplitude spectra for baseline and monitor surveys shows a
bandlimited spectral anomaly in the reservoir zone consistent with theoretical
expectations. In addition, the results of the attenuation analysis were consistent with
microseismic observations and 4D seismic amplitude and traveltime anomalies,
suggesting that fluid was transported through the fault, diverting energy from the
hydraulic fracture treatment to re-stimulate the NW end of the well pad.
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Chapter Six
Conclusions
An investigation into subsurface fracture phenomena as it pertains to unconventional
resource exploration and development was undertaken in this thesis. This includes the
presentation of methods for the inference of naturally occurring fracture systems and the
evaluation of the hydraulic fracture response, especially in the vicinity of fault related
features.
In chapter two, we presented an azimuthal AVO inversion methodology to address
some outstanding issues regarding conventional azimuthal fracture characterization
techniques. These include the estimation of layer properties rather than interface
properties, a more general description of the TI reflection problem that allows for
arbitrary fracture geometries and the resolution of the 90° ambiguity in the estimation of
the symmetry axis azimuth. The proposed methodology is capable of providing improved
estimates of subsurface fracture parameters without certain limiting assumptions,
therefore reducing the uncertainty associated with fracture characterization studies.
In chapter three, we presented a case study for fracture inference using isotropic
analysis techniques. This is applicable for situations where data limitations inhibit the use
of azimuthal analysis. The methodology includes the use of structural attributes extracted
from the post-stack seismic image to identify chances in structure and elastic properties
estimated from pre-stack seismic data to investigate the changes in elastic properties due
to fracturing. The combined interpretation of these results suggests the existence of a
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contractional fault-bend fold, where its associated characteristics as identified from
seismic analysis are consistent with geological models. Using the proposed methodology,
the overall risk is reduced for fracture inference relative to conventional attribute analysis
alone.
In chapter four, we presented a micromechanical model to represent a pre-rupture
fault and to evaluate the corresponding pore pressure response. This was performed to
investigate the large variations observed in the microseismicity associated with the
stimulation of a tight gas reservoir. The hypothesized pre-rupture fault causes mechanical
alterations in the rock mass, resulting in changes to the reservoir conditions over
relatively small distances. Consequently, the effective stress field experienced by the rock
mass is altered, affecting the stimulation response to produce unexpected fracture
patterns. Using seismic data, subtle changes in the reflection response can be detected
and with the use of a pattern recognition algorithm, pre-rupture faults can be identified.
Using this information, the hydraulic fracture response in the vicinity of these features
can be anticipated to allow for a more effective stimulation program and to mitigate the
associated risks.
In chapter five, we used 4D seismic data to investigate the changes in reservoir
conditions due to hydraulic fracturing. This was performed to evaluate fluid mobility in
the stimulated zone and the extent of the SRV. A band limited attenuation response was
identified from the 4D seismic data, which was hypothesized to be the result of squirt
flow effects and was used as a proxy for permeability. These results were used to confirm
the existence of a permeable fault that diverted hydraulic fracture energy to re-stimulate a
specific portion of the reservoir as concluded from microseismic observations.
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Furthermore, the results of the attenuation analysis were in agreement with microseismic
and 4D seismic amplitude and traveltime anomalies to confirm the extent of the SRV.
This study introduces a new methodology using 4D seismic to infer the permeability of
the stimulated zone and hence evaluate the success of the stimulation program.
The methods presented to characterize natural fracture systems provide insight into
the state of the subsurface for exploration purposes, where reservoir properties can be
estimated for subsequent development strategies. Additionally, issues can often arise
during the development phase as a result of reservoir heterogeneity and the possible
presence of hazards such as faults. Examples of these issues were illustrated through two
case studies of hydraulic fracturing, where we investigated the stimulation response using
seismic and microseismic data, especially in the vicinity of fault related features that pose
a greater risk for development. This analysis was performed in order to anticipate the
outcome and mitigate the associated risks of hydraulic fracturing.
We have demonstrated various applications of geomechanical and seismic methods to
investigate

fracture

phenomena

for

unconventional

resource

exploration

and

development. As fractures play a key role in unconventional systems, we must
continually improve our methods to detect their presence and evaluate their response to
external forces. Despite the progress that is being made, many more questions remain to
be answered. However, the results presented here provide small incremental steps
forward to achieve our ultimate goal – the pursuit of knowledge to better understand the
subsurface environment.
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Chapter Seven
Future research directions
Although major strides in the field of fracture characterization have been made in recent
years, there remains much more to be accomplished. To date, the various tools used for
fracture description are still based on numerous assumptions in an attempt to simplify the
problem. The fact still remains that most geophysical problems are not amenable to
analytical treatment. However, better approximations are still required for a more
accurate description. For example, the scattering coefficients used to calculate the
reflectivity response assume weak contrast interfaces and are first order in the changes in
elastic properties. While a weak contrast interface is reasonable in most cases, there are
situations where this assumption breaks down and higher order approximations are
required. For example, this is discussed in Innanen (2012) where higher order corrective
terms were derived for isotropic AVO.
In chapter two, we assumed a single set of vertical fractures in the parameterization of
the inverse problem. Although the most compliant fracture set should be oriented
perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress as discussed in chapter three, fractures
can exist in multiple orientations and would have a finite contribution to the effective
elastic properties. Therefore, investigations into the effect of dipping fractures and
multiple fracture sets are required for an improved description. Furthermore, estimated
fracture parameters must be calibrated to independent data such as formation microimager (FMI) logs to confirm their validity.
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In chapters four and five, the hydraulic fracturing case studies demonstrated two
significantly different responses of fault systems subjected to stimulation. In the first case
study, fault activation occurred upon stimulation, resulting in the generation of
unexpected fracture patterns. In the second case study, the fault merely served as a
conduit for fluid transport. This demonstrates the unpredictability in the response of fault
related features and further investigations must be carried out to improve our
understanding of this complex phenomenon. Questions that remain to be answered
include whether we can distinguish the difference between the two types of faults as
discussed and if the estimated elastic properties can provide insight into their state of
stress. As it is difficult to measure the actual in-situ stress state of the subsurface, proper
estimates of the elastic properties should at least provide the response to external loading,
such as that applied by elevated fluid pressures in a hydraulic fracture experiment.
In addition, the study of hydraulic fracturing can benefit from other fields of physics
such as non-linear dynamics. Since it is conjectured that water diffusion stimulates
fracture propagation throughout a rock mass, the problem can be formulated as a
reaction-diffusion system with an evolution equation of the form (e.g., Kolmogorov et al.,
1937)
∂ t q = D∇ 2 q + R(q ) ,

(7.1)

where q is the concentration of a single substance and is a function of space and time, D
is a matrix of diffusion coefficients and R accounts for all local reactions. For the case of
hydraulic fracturing, q would represent the fracture concentration or density, D would
represent the permeability and R would represent an appropriate formulation of crack
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propagation that could potentially be obtained from fracture mechanics. The solutions, if
they exist, can provide new insights into the hydraulic fracturing problem. As this is
inherently a multifaceted process consisting of numerous interacting components, an
alternate perspective could add value to the understanding of hydraulic fracturing,
allowing us to truly appreciate the intricacies of this complex phenomenon.
Furthermore, as briefly mentioned in chapter one, unconventional energy resources
include geothermal systems where energy can be harnessed from deep crustal rocks.
Although the case studies presented in this thesis are solely related to the hydrocarbon
industry, application of the methods for fracture characterization can be extended to
include geothermal reservoirs. These include the characterization of natural fracture
pathways for heat exchange and the evaluation of the hydraulic fracture response for
enhanced geothermal systems (e.g., Kraft el al., 2009).
As we continually strive to further our understanding of subsurface fracture
phenomena, we will be able to address the challenges of an ever increasing demand for
energy and develop our energy resources in a safe and environmentally responsible
manner.
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APPENDIX A
Fracture models
Here, we discuss two mathematical models for fractures to evaluate the changes in elastic
properties due to fracturing for subsequent analysis of the seismic response. Specifically,
we are interested in systems that exhibit a fracture spacing much less than the
measurement scale of seismic waves, as fractures at this scale are unresolved by
conventional seismic imaging techniques. Therefore, effective medium theories including
Hudson’s penny-shaped crack model (1981) and the linear slip deformation model of
Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) were used to provide a mathematical representation of
fractured media. In the following, we provide a brief description and the formulation of
these two fracture models.
A.1. Hudson’s penny-shaped crack model

Hudson (1981) derived expressions for the representation media containing a series of
aligned penny-shaped inclusions as shown in Figure A-1. The effective elastic stiffness
parameters of the medium are given by

Cij = Cij(0) + Cij(1) ,

(A-1)

where Cij(0) represents the elastic stiffness of the isotropic background and Cij(1)
represents the first order perturbation due to the inclusion of the penny-shaped cracks.
Here, we consider the case of dry cracks, where Cij is a function of the Lamé parameters,
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λ and μ and the crack density, ε. Due to the perturbative derivation, the expressions are
only valid for “small” values of crack density.

Figure A-1. Schematic of a medium with aligned vertical cracks in the x2-x3 plane. This
results in a TI medium with five independent elastic stiffness parameters.
Hudson’s original formulation includes a second order perturbation term. However, due
to the condition of a small crack density, the second order term is negligible and is not
considered here. The explicit forms of each independent Cij(1) for the corresponding TI
medium with vertical cracks in the x2-x3 plane as shown in Figure A-1 are given by
(Hudson, 1981)

4(λ + 2μ )
C =−
ε,
3μ (λ + μ )
3

(1)
11

(A-2)

C13(1) = −

4λ (λ + 2μ )
ε,
3μ (λ + μ )

(A-3)

C33(1) = −

4λ2 (λ + 2μ )
ε,
3μ (λ + μ )

(A-4)

2

(1)
C44
=0,
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(A-5)

and

C55(1) = −μ

16(λ + 2μ )
ε.
3(3λ + 4μ )

(A-6)

To represent arbitrary crack orientations, the coordinate transformations as discussed in
chapter two can be applied.
A.2. Linear slip deformation

The linear slip deformation model of Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) models a fractured
medium through the sum of compliance matrixes associated with an unfractured
background rock and a set of aligned fractures. Assuming a set of rotationally invariant
fractures, the effective compliance matrix is a function of the Lamé parameters, λ and μ
and a normal and tangential fracture compliance, ZN and ZT respectively. For a set of
fractures in the x2-x3 plane, the effective elastic compliance matrix is given by
 λ+μ
 μ (3λ + 2 μ ) + Z N

λ
 −
 2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )

λ
 −
2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )
S=

0



0


0



λ
λ
−
2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )
2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )
λ+μ
λ
−
μ (3λ + 2μ )
2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )
λ
λ+μ
−
2 μ (3λ + 2 μ )
μ (3λ + 2μ )
−

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

μ

0
1

μ

+ ZT
0

with the corresponding inverse or elastic stiffness matrix given by
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0 


0 
,

0 

0 


1
+ ZT 
μ

0

(A-7)

M
 ρ (1 − δ N )

 λ (1 − δ N )
ρ
λ
 (1 − δ N )
ρ
n
A =

0



0


0



λ
(1 − δ N )
ρ

M

λ
(1 − δ N )
ρ
λ
(1 − rδ N )
ρ

(1 − r 2δ N )
ρ
λ
M
(1 − rδ N )
(1 − r 2δ N )
ρ
ρ

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

μ
ρ

0

0

0

μ
(1 − δ T )
ρ

0

0

0

0





0


0

,

0



0


μ
(1 − δ T )
ρ

0

(A-8)

where
M = λ + 2μ ,
r=

λ
M

,

(A-9)
(A-10)

δT =

ZT μ
,
1 + ZT μ

(A-11)

δN =

ZN M
.
1 + ZN M

(A-12)

and
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APPENDIX B
Static moduli
The components of the static Poisson’s ratio for an orthorhombic medium in terms of the
elastic stiffness parameters are given by

ν 12 =

C23C13 − C12C33
,
C22C33 − C232

(B-1)

ν 13 =

C12C23 − C22C13
,
C22C33 − C232

(B-2)

ν 21 =

C23C13 − C12C33
,
C11C33 − C132

(B-3)

ν 23 =

C12C13 − C11C23
,
C11C33 − C132

(B-4)

ν 31 =

C12C23 − C22C13
,
C11C22 − C122

(B-5)

ν 32 =

C12C13 − C11C23
,
C11C22 − C122

(B-6)

and

and the components of the static Young’s modulus are given by

E1 =

D
,
2
C22C33 − C23

(B-7)

E2 =

D
,
C11C33 − C132

(B-8)

and
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E3 =

D
,
C11C22 − C122

(B-9)

where
C11

C12

C13

D = det C12
C13

C22
C23

C23 .
C33

(B-10)

The static moduli are functions of only C11, C22, C33, C12, C13, and C23 and are
independent of the elastic stiffness parameters associated with the S-wave propagation
velocities.
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